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Homeostasis is the self-regulating process by which stability is maintained during the adjustment to conditions. 

This is similarly seen in how our built environment provides stability to our ever-changing health, wellness, and 

environment. Utilizing Zero Carbon principles and WELL Building Standards can assist in supporting our built 

environment to be adaptable to maintain the balance of homeostasis that is desired. By following these standards, 

the structure that is created should enhance our state of being and improve our sustainability. These factors are 

extremely prevalent in a society that is overusing resources, overexerting themselves, and underutilizing the power 

of architecture. The implementations to address these issues can be learned from the research of academic 

articles, books, and through case studies. A sustainable wellness retreat is an architectural solution that can be a 

catalyst into other projects that support our wellness, health, and environment. The retreat will focus on homeo-

stasis within our health, wellness, and environment by maximizing the design of our built environment. 

THESIS ABSTRACT
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The United States – the most overworked nation in the world. On average, the productivity per American 

employee has increased 400% since 1950. Americans work 137 more hours per year than Japanese workers, 260 

more hours per year than British workers, and 499 more hours per year than French workers. The mindset in this 

country is to constantly be on the go and to work hard – not without consequence though. Because of the 

mentality we have, our mindfulness to our health, wellness, and environment takes a back seat. 

When health and wellness are set to the side, we may experience effects such as depression, anxiety, a chaotic or 

unbalanced life, and a disconnect from ourselves. The environment we live in also has an impact on these effects. 

Certain regions of the United States are more vulnerable to an additional side effect of seasonal depression. So 

how can our built environment change how we think and feel? 

The best way for a design to be productive is for it to be true to the goals it has set. The goal of an environment 

that improves well being means that the built environment must also improve its well-being. This is possible 

through the use of sustainable architecture and LEED guiding principles. A built environment immersed and 

connected to its physical environment sets the perfect example to change the mindset of those utilizing the 

space. Well being is best improved by following WELL design standards throughout the structure. The structure 

should then be designed to provide spaces that support fitness, growth, change, and a balanced life. Simplicity is a 

concept that can be seen throughout the design as it supports the focus of mind, body, and environment. 

Homeostasis is the “tendency toward a relatively stable equilibrium between interdependent elements” (Britanni-

ca). Zero Carbon design priciples explicitly show how an environment and a building can be balanced to create an 

equilibrium. Yet what are the environmental conditions required for human homeostasis? 

NARRATIVE OF THE THEORETICAL ASPECT OF THE THESIS
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This type of retreat would be considered a combination of health retreat and wellness hotel. Essentially a sustain-

able wellness resort, this project would fall under the categories of eco, health, leisure, and hospitality. 

A health retreat is a place that provides planned programs and activities with professionals for guidance to reach 

personal goals. The experience is personalized to each individual’s goals and needs. Health retreats usually have 

private accommodations for people which provides seclusion for more a more in-depth experience with oneself. 

The food that one eats is tailored to their specific needs and personal goals. A wellness hotel can be described as a 

luxury hotel with wellness facilities. It is a place that provides all around wellness in a more generic way to provide a 

happy and healthy experience for a larger amount of people. The accommodations are in a shared space, just like a 

normal hotel, and there are usually multiple restaurants that serve you as a normal restaurant would. Lastly, the 

wellness hotel will have employees that will guide you in the right direction but won’t provide an in-depth experi-

ence. 

PROJECT T YPOLOGY
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TYPOLOGY: RETREAT
ARCHITECT: TENNENT + BROWN ARCHITECTS
LOCATION: WYUNA, GLENORCHY, NEW ZEALAND
SIZE: 59,093 SQ METERS 

ARO HA WELLNESS RETREAT
T YPOLOGICAL RESEARCH |  CASE STUDY #1

Figure 01 | Aro Ha 



PROJECT INTRODUCTION

Aro Hā was chosen as the name because ‘aro’ means to focus and direct and ‘ha’ means the breath of life. Aro Hā 

Wellness Retreat is an isolated campus of 11 buildings that is intended to create connectivity with yourself, your 

environment, and those around you. To renew your awareness you are asked to switch off technology and immerse 

yourself in the group and solo activities. The vegetarian cuisine, excercise, meditation practices, and other custom 

curated activites will transform your daily habits to improve physical and emotional health.

Aro Hā was founded on the principal of the mindfulness of breathing. This awareness is an aim at achieving 
clarity: a non-judgemental focus of one’s attenion on emotions, thoughts, and sensations occurring in the present 
moment. (Chapman)

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS

Surrounded by the stunning Southern Alps and beautifully rugged New Zealand landscape, Aro Hā is custom built 

to stimulate body and mind, the intention to create connectivity with yourself, your environment and those 

around you. Located just 35 minutes from Queenstown this intimate eco-friendly retreat accommodates only 

small groups with a maximum of 18 guests at any one time and the on-site team have created a warm welcoming 

environment designed to feel like being amongst friends. Offering nutrient dense vegetarian cuisine, exercise and 

mindful meditation practise, Aro Hā is unapologetically healthy, a sanctuary for the truly dedicated health and 

wellness aficionado or those looking for personal transformation.

09



PROGRAM ELEMENTS

Being

Relating

Eating

Activity

Toxicity

Healing

Our unhappiness as human beings stems from our mind wandering for 46.9% of the day. To 
improve the stress, anxiety, and frustration we must practice mindfulness. To assist in uncover-

ing an innate joy, improve focus, and build emotional intelligence the guests at Aro Hā will be 
mindful in their stillness, exercise, and eating.

Aro Hā provides an intimate experience with oneself as well as with a small group of 18 people 
max. The curated program allows for time to connect with your body and your environment. 

Instead of living in isolation, Aro Hā encourages the creation of genuine friendships that will 
proivde lifelong benefits - in health and emotion. 

A healthy body and mind starts from the digestive system and works out. A gut is made healthy 

by hydration, probiotics, and alkalinity. Aro Hā is a vegetarian cuisine retreat that serves food 
rich in trace minerals, vitamins, and phytonutrients. Cleansing is good for the soul, which is why 

Aro Hā is paleo friendly, gluten-free, dairy-free, and enzymatically active. 

Improved cognitive abilities and increased endorphins are a direct result of movement. Reduced 
stress hormones makes everyone feel good. Excercise is also a proven remedy for depression 

and anxiety. Aro Hā retreats will have you practicing yoga, pilates, interval training, and climb-
ing. These activities blend nature, spirit, and playfulness to become a cornerstone of health. 

Our environment is exposed to 700 new chemicals each year and there are currently 80,000 
chemicals used worldwide. In the western world, an average newborn baby has 287 chemicals in 

their umbilical cord. These are obviously great issues that reflect on our world. Aro Hā will help 
you eliminate toxins and minimize your incoming toxic load. 

Our brains, minds, and bodies are affected by our everyday choices and thoughts. Aro Hā has 
specialized programs and leaders to promote physical and emotional healing instead of a 
creation of illness. The factors include Epigenetics, Neuroplasticity, nutrition, and mindfulness. 

Aro Hā provides services that enhance the wellness retreat and make it more curated to each individual guest. The 
services include: program leaders, local and international guest educators, laundry service, and nutritional advice. 



COMMUNITY BUILDING 
Reception
Cellar
Tool Shed
Citrus Planting
Greenhouse
Reception
Administration
Hall
Office
Lounge
Pantry
Kitchen

ARO HA BUILDING
Bathroom
Store
Foyer
Aro Ha Room

Cold Plunge Pool
Finnish Sauna
Infrared Sauna & Cooling Bed
Massage & Treatment Rooms
Guest Accommodations
Lockers, Laundry, & Housekeeping
Community Building
Aro Ha Building
Food Production - Orchards and 
Vegetable Gardens
Aro Ha Staff Village
Workshop and Art Studio
Hiking Trails

SITE PLANCOMMUNITY & ARO HA BUILDING PLANS

Dishwashing
 Staff
 Dining
 Airlock 
 Bathroom
 Staff Entry
 Plant
 Cleaning Cupboard
 Dry Store
 Valve Room
 Terrace

Figure 02 | Floor Plans 

Figure 03 | Site Plan
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Figure 04 | Aro Ha Wellness Retreat



RESEARCH FINDINGS

Aro Hā is a luxury health and wellness retreat that is set in the sub-alpine glacial valleys near Glenorchy. The space 
is meant to be a rejuvenation of the human spirit while also acting as a teaching facility for a permaculture-based 
regenerative self-sufficient way of living. Essentially this is a place that teaches someone about nature, the world, 
and themselves. The design is intended to meet the present needs without compromising the future. This is 
reflected in the serrated rooflines and vertical timber exteriors that blend in with the rock outlining the property. 
Upon a closer vantage point, the campus appears small compared to the surrounding mountains. This is an exam-
ple of how human existence truly is - small and fragile. 

Over 90 percent of the electricity that Aro Hā uses is generated onsite. This comes from solar energy or hydro 

power. The guest accommodations are made from recycled timbers and use organic cotton linen. Aro Hā aims to 
have a minimal carbon footprint through its use of sustainable energy and products. 

The purity of this wellness retreat is shown in the dietary restrictions that are no alcohol, no caffeine, no meat or 
fish, dairy-free, gluten-free, and no refined sugar. The food is prepared onsite and using 35% of the organic 
gardens. The menu consists of a daily caloric intake of 1,600 and is designed to support your wellness adventure. 

The wellness side of the retreat involves a spa as well as exercise acitivites. The spa offers lots of amenities along-
side daily massages and contrast spa therapy. This is a relaxation space as well as recovery post exercise. The 
movement based activities are intended to challenge you individually and with a group to bond over shared 

success. You will be connected to nature in its purest form which is a holistic goal of Aro Hā.

CONCLUSION

Aro Hā is the epitome of an eco wellness resort. The six program values and the buildings create experiences that 

allow someone to connect with themselves, the environment, and those around them. The elements are based on 

breath: being, relating, eating, activity, toxicity, and healing. While the focus of the resort is on the guests that 

stay there, it is also important that the environment is taken care of. 90% of the energy it uses is generated onsite 

and other sustainable practices are put into place to reduce the impact the resort has on the environment. Aro Hā 

is extremely similar to the goals that I have for my thesis project, and I will be taking a lot of inspiration from it. 

  13



T YPOLOGICAL RESEARCH |  CASE STUDY #2

TYPOLOGY: HOTEL/CO-LIVE
ARCHITECT: FARM SINGAPORE
LOCATION: SEMINYAK, BALI
SIZE: 5,600 SQ METERS 
COMPLETION: 2018

LLOYD’S INN BALI

Figure 05 | Lloyd’s Inn 



PROJECT INTRODUCTION

Lloyd’s Inn Bali started as a pre-existing 4-storey budget hotel. It was then developed to create a hidden oasis of 

architecture and nature. Most of the structure was retained with an addition of front and side extensions for new 

facilities such as the spa, lounge/library, and pool. It is an abode in the city, a space to escape and reconnect at 

the same time. Located 300m from a beach and behind a main street, Lloyd’s is accessed through a small alley-

way. The alley transitions to the reception and then into the central courtyard. The placement of the entrance 

provides an atmosphere of peaceful seclusion which is perfect for this “off-grid” hotel. 

Llyod’s Inn Bali has a goal of providing a restorative, meaningful journey for guests. The design integrates an 

immersive experience of nature with hospitality. This wellness hotel was created from an old budget hotel and 

developed a new philosophy that is intricate and sensorial to encourage guests to become one with nature. This is 

a branch of the Lloyd’s Inn Singapore and follows the same minimalism and branding tones. 

“Nature—light, openness, greenery and material beauty—is the impetus of the spatial and experiential design, 
with every aspect of the hotel kept minimal and fuss-free for guests.” (Lloyd’s Inn Bali)

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS

Lloyd’s Inn stands out because it is a tropical oasis right off of a lively road in the middle of Bali. It’s design intruig-

es guests to have a closer look into the enclave of tranquility and wellness, all while blocking out the sounds of the 

street and beyond. The tall exterior walls are made of concrete and Balinese slate tiles to create an idyllic yet 

secluded sanctuary. The concrete use on the exterior also makes Llyod’s stand out because it runs up against the 

natural tones and blue skies of the island. 

  15
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PROJECT ELEMENTS

Lloyd’s Inn Bali was designed mainly on the purpose of the relationship between the guest and nature. This is done so 

by light, openness, material beauty, and greenery. The main focus of these is greenery which is complimented by the 

raw cement, the white walls, and timber accents. All of these factors blend together to create an immersive journey 

for each guest.

The journey is supported by the hotel’s spaces which include: a floating skybridge that connects the 101 guestrooms, 

a pool, lounge, bistro, and a canopy spa. The staggering sky gardens and use of curvature allow daylight into all rooms 

and create a tiered landscape feature. This frames the view from the ground level to the sky. The ground floor has its 

own layers of landscape including trees, shrubs, and hanging ferns to create a surreal, serene, hidden garden. The 

layered, decentralized organization creates a journey based circulation with lots of discoveries.  

Opeum Bistro - An enchanting dining experience, quietly reveling under the luscious canopy trees. You can also  

                 unwind at the bar that has a garden setting surrounding it. 

The Pool - Allows you to relax on a slow afternoon. Sit in Lloyd’s cubby chair, laze on the water hammocks, or take a  

       dip in the pool and jacuzzi.

The Hideout - A place for your weekly yoga or just to chill out. It is a lounge with a pantry.

The Canopy Spa -An immersive sky spa within a canopy of nature. It has a self pampering array of massages and  

       detox treatments as well as a signature sky tub shower. 

As much as the spaces that are designed are important, so are the materials that are used to create them. Lloyd’s Inn 

used local materials such as laval stones to form the walls and Sukabumi tiles to line the open-air pool. The mono-

chromatic palette is complimented by warm oak furnishings. The raw wall and floor finishes are also monochromatic 

and juxtapose the blue sky and natural tones of Bali. The design forges a deep connection with the hotel’s tropical                 

location and creates mindful, purposeful, and effortless experiences.



SITE PLAN

Carpark
Entrance
Reception
Courtyard
Bar
Restaurant
Office
Kitchen

SECOND FLOOR 

Lift Lobby
Staff
Housekeeping
Pump Room
Pool Bath
Spa Housekeeping

THIRD FLOOR

Lift Lobby
Staff 
Housekeeping
Jacuzzi
Wet Deck
Pool
Pool Deck
Library
Multi Purpose Room

Figure 06 | Site Plan

Figure 07 | Second Floor

Figure 08 | Third Floor

There are 7 different rooms provided in the 
hotel and each provide a different experience 
and amenities. They are listed from top to 
bottom as least to most expensive as well as 
least to most amenities. 

Standard
 The Standard Room (the basic  com  
 forts for a traveller to enjoy a tropical   
 escape)
Superior
 The Garden Room (the perfect setting  
 for the nature traveller  to enjoy the   
 best of both worlds)

 The Sky Room (a treat for the  tasteful  
 traveller to unwind in style)
Deluxe 
 The Business Room (ample works  
 space designed with the sleek business  
 traveller in mind)

 The Big Sky Room (for the stylish   
 traveller with your own piece of sky)
Suites  
 The Big Garden Room (for the indul  
 gent traveller with your own piece of   
 blue sky)

 The Suite (for the lavish traveller to   
 indulge in an exclusive setting.)

GUEST ACCOMMODATIONS FLOOR PLANS



Figure  09 | Llypyd’s Inn Bali
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RESEARCH FINDINGS

Lloyd’s Inn Bali has an ethos of hospitality that focuses on guests’ relationship with nature. Its philosophy is the 

garden. This is because Bali itself is known to make nature an immersive experience rather than just a backdrop. 

Within the design of the hotel you can see that each room has a little sanctuary of landscape that is good for 

natural light and ventilation. The balconies also provide more outdoor space as well as privacy. Specifically the 

ones facing the courtyard get ample daylight by the tiering system. The tier system helps to layer and decentralize 

which creates an intimate and small identity.

This urban oasis integrates nature into hospitality providing a restorative, meaningful journey rather than simply a 

place to stay. Opeum, the hotel restaurant, is in an intimate space that is filled with pebbles and features cocoon 

pods hanging under the towering trees. The trees reach up to a floating, curved skybridge that enhances the 

nature experience by providing extensive daylighting. Designing similar to nature involves the use of materials 

such as light wood and stone which are shown consistently throughout the design. 

Some of the other materials include a humble palette of light oak, raw cement, white, and greenery. Locally 

sourced lava stone, pebblewash, sukabumi tiles, marble, sinks, and loose furniture bring a natural sense of Bali and 

are sourced within a certain radius to stay local. The materials compliment and contrast one another to make this 

hotel sleek and rustic at the same time.

CONCLUSION

Lloyd’s Inn Bali is essentially a renovation from a pre-existing budget hotel to a luxury eco-hotel. Every single 

detail of this project was intentional, from the journey from the entrance to the placement of spaces to the paint 

color. This was to effectively create an urban oasis that connects you with nature even though there is a bustling 

city steps away from the exterior walls of the hotel. The design is influenced by Bali’s local culture and supports it 

in the use of materials and spatial layout. While this “retreat” doesn’t provide facilitated programs, it still provides 

a meaningful experience of connection to nature and relaxation for each guest. 



T YPOLOGICAL RESEARCH |  CASE STUDY #3

TYPOLOGY: LODGING, HOUSES, HOTEL
ARCHITECT: LUIS REBELO DE ANDRADE
LOCATION: VILA POUCA DE AAGUIAR, PORTUGAL
SIZE: 55 SQ METERS
COMPLETION: 2015 

ECO HOUSES

Figure 10 | Eco Houses



PROJECT INTRODUCTION

The Pedras Salgadas Spa was originally opened in 1879. Three hotels were built for tourists inside the park around 

1884. In 2009 the Pedras Salgadas Thermal Spa was reborn which was a classic example of Portugese architec-

ture. The Eco Houses were then introduced in .... and brought a sense of innovation and modernity to the resort. 

2012 is when the resort arose as a 4-star resort titles “Pedras Salgadas spa & nature park.”

The Eco Houses are a project that was designed to improve the profits of the tourist hotel Pedras Salgadas Park. 

These little bungalows are a solution to the hotel’s guest accommodation issues while also blending in with the 

organic nature of the park and the tree cover. The houses are a modular design that consist of a hall, bathroom, 

sitting area, and bedroom. The modularity of these homes allows for multiple layouts so that they could all be 

implemented into the ecosystem without making a large impact.

“Indeed, each house is set among a specific stand of trees and integrated in the ecosystem without disturbing it. 
In the last resort, these houses blend into and are confused with the trees. They want to be trees.” (Eco Houses)

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS

One distinguishing characteristic about these houses is that they were not created at the same time as the park 

and the journey it provides. They were an afterthought to accommodate for all the people that wanted to come 

see the park. So the visitors already had a desire to connect to nature, and the eco houses were created to 

emphasize that. The modularity of these small homes on the ground and in the air is also a unique characteristic 

that would allow you to instantly recognize the place. The materials used make the houses stand out as the grey 

slate is used to cover the whole exterior rather than just the siding or just the roof. This makes the units feel like a 

small but whole extension of the surrounding nature. 

  21
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PROGRAM ELEMENTS

The Pedras Salgadas Spa & Nature Park originally had the 16 Eco Houses made to seamless blend the guest 

experience with nature.

Each of the eco houses sits up on stilts (& delicately hover above the ground) to reduce the environemental 

footprint and adjust for uneven topography. Grey slate tiles used for the exterior mesh with the region’s vernacu-

lar architecture. The balconies are made from wooden slats the create an unparalleled eco-soa experience and 

connect guests to the forest surrounding. These flexible houses are able to adapt to diverse spaces in the park. 

The pitched rooflines redefine the contours of the park boundaries and create a dynamic space on the interior. 

Each interior has a large window that frames a different view of the park in order to bring nature inside. Different 

morphologies are create based off of the surrounding nature and the 3 modules of entrance/bathing - living - 

sleeping. 

Two modular treehouses were designed to then take the Eco Houses even further into nature. They are a solution 

to the challenge of creating an element that could fulfill the imaginary image of tree houses. 

To minimize environmental impact, these treehouses were prefabricated and then assembled onsite. The objects 

move away from the orthogonality and pre-established concepts associated with construction. The houses use 

technology that enables light-weight, self-supporting construction. The exterior is made of slate and wood, which 

are indeginous raw materials, to help foster integration with the landscape and assist in the illusion of these 

invisible houses. This tactic keeps the focus on the 100 year old park instead of the architecture itself. 

The tree houses have two windows, one to look out onto the park and one to observe the stars. They also have a 

bathroom, a kitchenette, a double bed, and a sofa. 
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Eco Houses include: 

A sofa in the lounge

Daily maid service 

Free wireless internet 

LED tv

Air conditioning

Safe

Hairdryer

Kitchenette with a frigobar, 
dishwasher, and Microwave

Coffee express machine

24-hr security

Laundry

Babysitting

Parking

Takeaway service

16 Eco Houses

They all have 1-2 bedrooms, a 
living room, a kitchenette, a 
bathroom, a hall, and a deck. 
Each unit was designed in 
detail to ensure the utmost 
comfort while also compli-
menting the surrounding 
scenery that offers complete 
tranquility. The houses merge 
with the park and take nature 
as their foundations. They 
provide a heavenly experiece 
of rest and harmony with the 
outside world.

Breakdown:

2 “Privilege” eco-houses that 
sleep 4-6 people. They include 
2 bedrooms with double beds 
and 2 water closets.

7 “Deluxe” eco houses that 
sleep 2-4 people. They include 
1 bedroom with a double bed.

4 “Superior” eco houses that 
sleep 2-4 people. They include 
1 bedroom with a double bed. 

Figure 11 | Site Plan

Figure 12 | Floor Plan & Section



Figure 13 | Eco Houses
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RESEARCH FINDINGS

The Pedras Salgadas Spa & Nature Park is a fashionable destination that attracts tourists from all over the world 
through the power of the water and the natural beauty of the park. Because of the beautiful location of this resort in 
nature, it is a prime destination for a family or business trip. It will be full of purity and a relaxing environment that 
alleviates the stress of everyday life.

It’s modern Eco Houses have cutting edge technology. The thermal spa offers massages and beauty treatments as 
well as amenities like an indoor pool with water circuits, a sauna, and a turkish bath. There is a restaurant that 
embraces the authentic delacacies of the Tras dos Montes cuisine. The path through the resort follows a natural 
couese to show its history and richness. It will lead you to the hot springs, an outdoor pool and bar, a restaurant, a 
playground, and a tree-top adventure course.

The Eco Houses were placed in a certain way to provide a sense of safety for the guests while also providing a 

sense of private space (through distance and angles of placement). The versatality of the structure creates a 

relation between public and private space with balance and propriety. The houses have also been covered in slate 

roofs to create a sensation of being as old and organic as the park. The Eco and Tree House project was really 

focused on sustainability and ecology. The non-impervious floor surfaces, reinforced coatings and insulation, 

reuse of blackwater, very low consumption lighting systems that use LED technology all contribute to this 

low-energy eco resort. These factors fulfill the project goals.

CONCLUSION

The Eco and Tree Houses are extremely unique designs that truly inspire the idea of being one with nature. They 

were designed to compliment the existing landscape and protect it in every way. The 100 year old park that these 

houses are found in is taken care of because of the sustainable practices implemented like prefabrication, stilt 

foundations, and local material usage. While sustainability was a huge part of the design of these houses, so was 

how the structures interacted with the park. They were all placed in an articulate manner and are shaped in a way 

that creates dynamic, diverse views and spaces within the park. 



T YPOLOGICAL RESEARCH |  CASE STUDY #4

TYPOLOGY: ECO RESORT
ARCHITECT: BEN WOOD STUDIO SHANGHAI
LOCATION: MOGANSHAN VALLEY, CHINA
SIZE: 136,000 SQ FT ON A 65 ACRE PROPERTY
COMPLETION: 2011

NAKED STABLES RESERVE

Figure 14 | Naked Stables
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

Surrounded by bamboo plantations and a pine forest, this eco-resort is Afro-Asian themed and is the first LEED 

Platinum certified resort in Asia. Naked Stables Private Reserve was designed with the intention of fusing nature 

and luxury. This was done by creating high end villas that feel like an extension of the landscape because they 

blend in with the surrounding hillside and trees. The private, exclusive, pure experience that you receive at Naked 

Stables will help you get back to nature. This resort is meeting the growing demand for city getaways while giving 

people the chance to retreat to nature and nurture friendship, love, and the simple pleasures of life. It is known 

for providing sustainable luxury and outstanding service. It also minimizes environmental impact and blends in with 

nature by the materials used and the careful orientation of each building. 

“Mankind wasn’t designed to live in the city. And while we’ve adapted remarkably well to an urban lifestyle, we 
should never forget who and what we really are. Every once in a while we should retreat, naked.” (Luxury Resort)

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS

Naked Stables stands out for “the juxtaposition and contrast between modern and traditional vernacular design 

and materials” (Off The Grid). The property is dotted with round huts and tree top villas that are inspired by the 

magnificence and beauty of nature. Because of the sense to return to nature, the buildings were designed with a 

top priority of maintaining the natural environment and minimizing the impact. Another distinguishing character-

istic of this resort is that it is the frist major solar insulated panel construction in China. 

Naked Stables is unique in that it is committed to the local community to generate job opportunities and contrib-

ute to the economy. Air quality is preserved by the use of low or VOC paint, prohibiting smoking, and not 

permitting moter vehicles in the resort. Food is also locally grown or sourced as close as possible. 
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PROGRAM ELEMENTS 

Because Naked Stable Reserve has the highest standards of design excelllence, building quality, and energy 
conservation, they have established a list of sustainable initiatives:

LOCAL:

Employ local staff and service providers, use local building techniques such as bamboo and recycled timber 

framed buildings and rammed wall earth making,  buy locally grown food, purchase regionally sourced building 

materials such as stonework, contribute back by providing job opportunities and trainings, provide environmental 

education programs for the local goverenment - students - and community 

REDUCE WASTE:

Use compost and recycling systems that support the local community, utilize rainwater collection from roofs and 

roads for grey water recycling to divert into irrigation and toilet flushing

REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION:

Manage guest energy use by using a smart system to track water and electricity usage and provide incentives for 

reduced consumption, harness energy from the sun by using solar panels and reduce c02 emissions, use geother-

mal boreholes to naturally regulate room temperature to save energy when heating and cooling

MATERIALS:

Use biodegradable and environmentally friendly soaps - cleaning agents - and products, use carbonized bamboo 

flooring, use striated SIREWALL Rammed Earth walls (lightly insulated and made from compressed mud bound 

by a small amount of white concrete) to reduce building dependency on excessive heating and cooling, use low-e 

double glazed glass windows, use efficient lighting fixtures

These sustainable commitments connect the resort to be one with nature. In order to provide a luxury experience, 

each of the 121 luxury rooms are outfitted with spa showers, all-natural bath products, signature bedding, and 

on-call butlers.



SITE PLAN PROGRAM ELEMENTS

Conference Facilities

Wellness and Spa Center

Three Swimming Pools

Horse Stables

Children’s Daycare

Clubhouse

Clubhouse Cafe

Pool Bar and Bistro

SITE EXPERIENCES

Eating

Painting

Fishing

Forest Hiking and Mountain Biking

Horse Riding 

DIY Workshops

White Tea Picking

Morning Yoga

Swimming

Activities Center

Spa - Massage, Facilas, Rituals
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Restaurants

Teahouse

Yoga Pavilion

Pottery Studio

121 Luxury Rooms

Individual Tree Top Villas 188-353 sq m 

Individual Earth Huts 54 - 64 sq m  

This Site Section is a good representation of how to resort 

organically conforms to the surrounding landscape.

Figure 15 | Site Plan

Figure 16 | Site Section



Figure 17 | Naked Stables Reserve



RESEARCH FINDINGS

The goal of Naked Stables was to fuse African and Asian elements by bringing the magic of African hospitality and 

intimacy with nature to an Asian settiing. This was done through the use of materials and colors such as cowhide 

rugs, stucco walls, bamboo flooring, rammed-earth rondavels with bamboo thatch roofs, and local mud with 

colorful striations. 

Another large goal of the Naked Stables was to be environmentally conscious and to minimize extensive constr-

cution and footprint. Site disturbance was minimized by the use of stilts for the tree top villas that use SIPs. The 

use of structurally insulated panels reduces construction work and waste on site. All of the main components of 

the project were made off-site which saved time, resources, and preserved the environment. They were the easily 

assembled on site which removed the need for large cranes and machinery as well as ensuring minimal forest 

disturbance. 

Some other ways that Naked Stables is environmentally conscious is through: reintroducing wildlife to the site, 

protection of natural fauna and flora, uncut tree lines, site location and orientation, narrow road spaces, a green 

roof, a recycling program for all resort waste, on site organic garden, and a compost program for kitchen and 

vegetable waste. Even the resort layout is an example of sustainability as spaces are placed organically with the 

existing landscape. For example, the entrance is at the valley floor where you can find the stables and fields. The 

villas are on the hill nestled among branches, and the amphitheatre sits within the slope.

CONCLUSION

Naked Stables Private Reserve fuses nature and luxury in the most eloquent way. Located in a hilly forest provides 

privacy and the opportunity to flow organically with the environment. This is shown by the placement of each of 

the programs. One main goal of the reserve is to connect the guests with nature, love, and life. This is done by the 

experiences provided. The other goal of this result is sustainability. This was completed through the LEED Plati-

num certification it received. The sustainable measures are very obvious within the resort and also extend into the 

community. 
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Each of these case studies is unique in that they each have a different and specific typology and program. Yet they 

all have a goal of connecting people with nature. 

The ways that these different cases go about it are diverse and include many different immersive aspects. The four 

case studies and their typologies are: Aro Ha Wellness Retreat - Retreat, Lloyd’s Inn Bali - Hotel/Co-Live, Eco 

Houses - Lodging/Houses, and Naked Stables Reserve - Eco Resort. Aro Ha was designed to get you off the grid 

and immersed in a BREATH experience that connects you with yourself, the environment, and others.Lloyd’s Inn 

is focused on providing a meaningful journey through an urban oasis to connect you with nature. The Eco Houses 

were designed to support a park goers experience and create profit while blending in with the surrounding land-

scape. Naked Stables Reserve was designed as a luxurious city getaway that connects you with nature while also 

taking the utmost care of the environment through LEED. 

These case studies are important to my research because they expose the many different ways that a resort/re-

treat can be run, how spaces should connect, and how building can positively impact the environment. 

In terms of running these projects, Aro Ha is run by staff that live onsite and only allows for a maximum of 18 

people. The experiences and program are specially curated for each guest and an intimate experience is important 

to the program. Lloyd’s Inn is run like a hotel as there are not specific activities a guest should be doing, rather 

they have a wide variety of things to do on their own. The staff is just like hotel staff so the journey must be 

chosen by you personally through the spaces. The Eco Houses don’t have a specific program or staff to guide the 

guests. It is simply an experience of staying within the trees and letting the park guide you through a journey. 

Naked Stables Reserve provides more intimate activities to connect you with nature, but they don’t require you to 

do them at a certain time. 
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Spaces are connected at Aro Ha in a specific way. The community spaces are in one community building while 

guest accommodations are individual structures as well as special amenities such as the sauna. The staff quarters 

and food production are off to the side, and everything is surrounded by trees and nature. Lloyd’s Inn has all of its 

spaces in one building, but it connects them in unique ways. The skybridges connect guest rooms while most of 

the community spaces are on the ground floor. The Eco Houses are placed close together within the trees but far 

enough for privacy. The houses aren’t placed in connection with any other structures within the park. Naked 

Stables placed its spaces based on the existing landscape. The stables are in the valley while the guest accommo-

dations blend into the hillside and trees. The rest of the community amenities are relatively grouped together in 

one space. 

When it comes to positively impacting the environment, Aro Ha is a leader. The resort produces 90% of the 

energy it uses through sustainable practices and every other aspect of the resort thoughtfully considers the 

environment. Lloyd’s Inn is sustainable in the way that it uses local materials, but it doesn’t do much more than 

that. The Eco Houses were created to be “eco” and protect the 100 year old park that they sit in. This is done 

mainly in the construction process and foundation of the structures. Naked Stables is a LEED Platinum resort 

that is sustainable because it uses local materials and locals for construction and staffing. It also implements waste 

reduction and energy reducing technologies to take care of the environment while educating the guests that stay 

there. Another large factor that affected the sustainability is the materials used such as low-e, double glazed 

windows and Rammed earth walls. 

Each of these case studies is unique and similar at the same time. The differences work for each project individu-

ally based on factors from each site and program. While these studies will be important in my design development, 

I must remember that my project is also unique and must be tailored to fit its factors. 
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 Learning Kitchen

 Dining Area

 Offices

 Therapeutic Rooms

 Spa - Massage Rooms, Sauna, Hot Tub, 

           Cooling Bath, Pool

 Parking

 Mechanical 

 Storage

 Flexible Space

MA JOR PROJECT ELEMENTS

ACCOMMODATIONS
 Private Guest Cabins/Suites

 Bathrooms, Bedroom, Living Room

 Shared Staff Living Quarters

 Shared Bathrooms

 Bedrooms, Offices, and Living Rooms

MAIN COMMUNITY AREA WELLNESS ACTIVITIES

SUSTAINABILITY
 Grey Water Recycling

 Reduced Energy Consumption  

 Solar Energy Grid

 On Site Food Production

 Hiking Trails

 Yoga Room

 Gym

 Water Aerobics
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USER/CLIENT DESCRIPTION
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GUESTS STAFF
 International Guests

 United States Citizens

 Local Guests

 Corporate Groups

 Individuals 

 Couples/Pairs

 Peak Usage: Scheduled Retreats 

            Daylight Hours 

             Weekends

 Low Usage: Non Scheduled Retreat Days

          Nighttime

           

 Chef

 Fitness Instructors

 Program Leaders

 Housekeeping

 Spa Staff

 Professionals - Therapists, Nutritionists

 Peak Usage: Daylight Hours 

            24/7 usage for live-in staff

 Low Usage: Nighttime

           

Individuals and corporate outtings are the most targeted users of this wellness retreat, but it is still inclusive to all.

This wellness retreat is perfect for you if you want to 

 Grow and improve yourself as a whole

 Disconnect from the world and reconnect with yourself and nature

 Better your mental health and wellness

 Create a healthy and whole lifestyle

 Find balance

 Find an escape from your hectic lifestyle to refocus and renew  

 Develop yourself and reach your goals 

 & if you struggle with mental health disorders such as seasonal depression, depression, and anxiety



DECIDING ELEMENTS

 On or near water

 In a natural environment to be removed from distractions (unless otherwise attained by good 

 architectural design)

 Accessible (drivable roads must already lead to the site location, and an airport must be with 2.5 hours)

 An expansive space to allow for the buildings and space needed to create the ultimate wellness retreat

 In the United States

 Accessibility to natural resources for sustainable design

THE SITE

 36 Figure 18 | Broad Site Map
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Sand Harbor, Lake Tahoe, Nevada

Sand Harbor is a harbor on the east side of the expansive Lake Tahoe. Since it is on the east it sits within Nevada 

but is just a quick boat ride into California. Sand Harbor isn’t considered a town but rather a location on the lake. 

Nearby towns are Glenbrook, Incline Village, and South Lake Tahoe. All of the villages surrounding the town make 

up a larger community with the intention of appreciating the nature that surrounds it. Lake Tahoe is well known 

for its crystal clear waters and amazing skiing. Surrounded by stunning forests of trees and mountains, this site is 

the perfect escape for a wellness retreat. 

I chose Sand Harbor as my site because it met the criteria that I had set for my project regarding my goals and 

emphasis. The specific site area includes a peninsula, sandy beaches, and rugged forest terrain surrounding a lake. 

The site is part of the larger Lake Tahoe which is a main environmental conservation area. The site has water along 

the whole west edge as well as some on the north and south. The east edge is forest and has a few roads for 

circulation. This location is a natural environment that is relatively untouched by man, but is near other towns that 

are more inhabited. There are couple structures and roads within/near the site, but that provides the accessibility 

that was a criteria for the site. The Reno International Airport is a mere 50 minute drive which provides even 

more accessibility for non-locals and internationals. The site is surrounded by enough land to be expansive enough 

to allow for the program elements, but it may utilize pre-existing elements such as ski runs. Sand Harbor, Nevada 

is located on the west side of the United States, which gives the site all four seasons without being drastic in 

temperature on either end. Lastly, this site has access to water, sun, and wind which will prove to be viable 

resources for sustainable design.



THE SITE

Figure 19 | Narrow Site Map
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1. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

 This wellness retreat should support the surrounding environment in the way that it is built. It should not   

 tear up the surrounding landscape, rather it should become one with it. The resort should be an extension   

 of its environment and protect its natural wildlife and vegetation. The criteria for Zero Carbon certification 

 will guide the decisions made regarding impact on site and location. 

 The wellness retreat should also protect the environment in the way that it runs. This will be implemented   

 in the same way by using Zero Carbon practices. The sustainability of the retreat will be supported by the

 materiality, energy efficiency, water efficiency, and indoor environmental quality.

2. AN IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE

 Every aspect of the retreat should support the idea of health & wellness as well a seamless immersion into   

 nature. The activities and accommodations should support the main goals and be articulately expressed. 

3. WELL BUILDING STANDARDS

 Implement the ten concepts of WELL to support the development of health-focused, integrated, and   

 supported communities.

 The ten concepts are: air, water, nourishment, light, movement, thermal comfort, sound, materials, mind,   

 community.

PROJECT EMPHASIS
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GOALS OF THE THESIS
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PHYSICAL

THEORETICAL

 Professional: 

 Academic: 

                     

                      

 Personal: 

                                

Create a complete theoretical research project that will garner the attention of professionals 

to inspire a more thoughtful implementation of WELL design principles into their design

Design to enhance and protect the surrounding environment

Thoughtfully and truthfully design based on carbon neutrality and WELL standards to make 

the retreat true to itself and the goals of the project

Develop a mission statement that articulately explains the retreat, its goals, and its purpose

Implement a more thorough plan and action to enhance my own wellness and mental health   

throughout this year

Become WELL AP certified at some point during the year 

 Professional: 

 Academic: 

                     

                      

 Personal: 

                                

Provide a basis for how design can create a balanced and simple lifestyle

Utilize research in a graduate level academic setting to better understand how to best create 

an environment that positively affects its people and the environment

Understand how each culture is different and how they would approach this topic and design 

solution

Learn in depth about how architecture influences our wellness, health, and mental state so 

that I may continuously implement productive solutions in the future
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SOCIAL
Professional: 

 Academic: 

 Personal: 

                                

Create discussion on how architecture affects our well-being and how it can be used to 

positively impact our mental health

Foster the idea that our health and wellness should be a main priority when designing

Break the mentality amongst others that health retreats are (or should be) built strictly on 

holistic meditation and spirituality



DEFINITIONS OF RESEARCH DIRECTION
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Formulate a Thesis Premise, Question, Statement, and Narrative

 Continuously develop the thesis while gaining knowledge to define the topic in a clear and concise way

Project Typology & Site 

 Case Studies - develop user needs, program, sustainable initiatives, and environmental mindfulness

 Site Visit & Analysis - analyze further which site placement would specifically meet the goals and needs   

    of the project

Research

 Research WELL Being Community Standards

 Research Carbon Neutrality design elements and certification

 Research more case studies to learn from existing examples

 Read reviews of guests who have attended the case study retreats

 Conduct interviews for students, corporate employees, professors to learn about work/life/school balance

 Interview psychologists about mental health and how it is affected by depression, anxiety, and COVID 19

 Conduct Interviews for those who deal with the aforementioned struggles to learn from their experience

  

Combine Thesis Research with Project Typology in Conceptual Design

Schematic Design

Architectural Presentation of Design



DESIGN METHODOLOGY
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To effectively design regarding the goals and emphasis of the project I will be using research and development. 

This will create a knowldge base for me to organize and implement into the design. By stating my intents of the 

project and research direction I have set myself up to move onto the next step. The next step is precedent 

research. This will take form in case studies that provide examples of how my various ideas are implemented. The 

information found will be analyzed and applied in an effective way. These case studies can assist in my research of 

project typology, programs, clients, and experiences provided. 

My research will continue in the form of interviews and studies. Interviews are an important part of research 

because they will provide insight into the issues that I have proposed to solve with design. They will be personal 

experiences that I can use to gain my understanding of mental illnesses and how others balance their lifestyles. 

This will be influential on my design because I will be more apt to provide positive solutions to the targeted users. 

Studies include the research of academic articles and books. These will be important to my research and under-

standing of the building and spaces themselves. 

I will be organizing this research through writing and sketching. I will condense this towards the end of the semes-

ter to produce a thesis research document for future use when I am in the design development stage. The 

research findings will include documentation of programs and the relationships of their spaces. It will include an in 

depth site analysis to provide a basis for form and function in the design stages. 

Design Development will start with conceptual design to vaguely describe the forms and functions and how they 

are influenced by my research. The schematic design will dive deeper into the reality of the design. This will be a 

more intentional design that overcomes design issues presented throughout the conceptual phase. Final presen-

tation materials will be thought of during schematic design so that I am fully prepared to show my best work.

The last month of the project is dedicated to getting the presentation materials ready. This will be a reflection of 

my whole year of research and design regarding homeostasis within design. My oral and physical presentation in 

May of 2021 will conclude my thesis and fulfill my Master’s degree requirements. This will be a segway into my 

professional career that will continue being influenced by the research I will have done over the year. 



DOCUMENTATION OF THE DESIGN PROCESS
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DESIGN MEDIUMS

DESIGN SOFTWARE

REPRESENTATION SOFTWARE

DESIGN PRESERVATION METHODS

THESIS PRESENTATIONS

PUBLICATION OF MATERIAL

 Computer Software

 Sketching  

 Modeling -Hand, 3D Print, & Laser Cut

 Autodesk AutoCAD

 Autodesk Revit

 Lumion 

 Adobe InDesign

 Adobe Illustrator

 Adobe Photoshop

 Computer files backed up to Google Drive

 Advisor comments documented

 Photography of all working models

 Physical - Model, Presentation Boards, Thesis Book

 Digital - Power Point Presentation

 NDSU Institutional Repository

 Digital PDF of all presentation materials for thesis professor



SCHEDULE FOR THE PROJECT
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AUG      SEPT      OCT      NOV      DEC      JAN      FEB      MAR       APR      MAY

FALL SEMESTER - THESIS PREP

SPRING SEMESTER - THESIS STUDIO

INVESTIGATION

PROPOSAL

RESEARCH

DOCUMENT

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

SCHEMATIC DESIGN

PRODUCTION

KEY DEADLINES

Thesis Proposal Due 10/13

Thesis Research Due 12/17

Final Copy Thesis Research Due 03/12

Physical Exhibit Due 04/26

Thesis Book Due to Professors 05/10

Thesis Book Due to NDSU Repository 05/14

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
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THESIS RESEARCH
MASTER GUIDE
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My preliminary research findings are critical in laying out the scope of my research. They are by no means to the 

extent that they will be for design implementation but are a good starting point. The scope of this research will cover 

all aspects that are involved in environmental and human homeostasis. This involves carbon neutrality for the environ-

ment as well as the WELL Building Guide for humans. The inspiration behind the desire for homeostasis is the lack of 

work life balance that we see in individuals throughout the world but specifically in the U.S. This balance is analyzed 

through studies and research about how many hours that individuals work, how well they work, their satisfaction, and 

how they spend their extra time. The preliminary research findings include analysis and results of studies/surveys as 

well as standards for the certifications of WELL and Zero Carbon. My findings also include a series of three literature 

reviews which dive deeper into the definition of well-being and how it is involved in design, the thought process of 

visitors to ecotourism resorts, and the impact of salutogenic and biophilic design. Below is the outline of my research 

findings throughout this master guide. 

1. “Most Overworked Countries in the World”
     A comparison of the average number of hours worked by country and the effects that overworking have

2.  “The State of Work Life Balance in 2019”  
       A survey and analysis by RescueTime of 185 million working hours to find how individuals use their working time       

       and the effects it has on work life balance

3. The WELL Building Standard™
     The concepts and strategies for buildings to enhance human health and well-being

4. Zero Carbon Certification
    Addressing the role of buildings in the global climate crisis and requirements to become carbon neutral

Literature Reviews 
1. “Conceptual Approaches to Wellbeing in Buildings: A Scoping Review”
2. “Understanding the Impact of Ecotourism Resort Experiences on Tourists’ Environmental Attitudes and
      Behavioral Intentions”
3. “Salutogenic and Biophilic Design as Therapeutic Approaches to Sustainable Architecture”

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH FINDINGS



PRELIMINARY RESEARCH FINDINGS

The number of hours per week that full-time employees work varies by country. Because of workplace laws and 

conventions some countries sit at the normal 40 hours per week while other countries are around 50 hours per 

week. These laws can be the reasoning behind short workweeks, more vacation time, and better maternal/paternal 

leave. The employees that live in these specific countries are shown to have less stress and higher life satisfaction 

whereas countries with longer workweeks see people with less satisfaction and a higher burnout rate (Most Over-

worked). Another negative to employees working longer is the level of work that they produce when at the stage of 

overexhaustion. This stage produces lower quality work, more mistakes, and a much less productive environment. 

The Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development  (OECD)  collects data on its member states of 

the average annual hours worked. This is done by taking the total number of hours worked per year and dividing it by 

the average number of people that were employed during that time period. This includes all versions of hours which 

are: full-time, part-time, overtime (paid and unpaid), but it excludes: holidays, sick leave, parental leave, and training. 

The graph shown on the right show how many average hours are worked for each country. It is important to note that 

this information is intended simply for comparison of trends over time because there is a discrepancy between the 

sources and methods of calculation for this list of annual hours. 

This chart shows that the United States sits at 10th for most overworked countries in the world. While overworking 

isn’t necessarily a bad thing, it does mean that other aspects will fall short - which is considered a poor work life 

balance. This is an important chart for my research as it acknowledges that Americans are overworked, so a wellness 

retreat would be beneficial for them. It also shows that many other countries prioritize work and therefore expands 

my reach internationally. 

The goal of this project is to create human homeostasis, but what does that entail? Does it mean we must have a 

perfect work life balance? The answer to that differs between individuals but also may have an overarching theme 

within the United States. Our ‘on-the-go’ culture may be what is considered homeostasis. However we must dive 

deeper into the aspects of well-being and consider whether people are truly satisfied with life and their wellness. 

Most Overworked Countries in the World
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Figure 20 | Most Overworked Countries



Smartphone give us the power to fit our workday into our pockets. Because of this the United States is seeing a strong 

rise in the “always on” work culture. This culture gives reason to the fact that people are struggling with work life 

balance. A Harvard Business School survey found that 94% of professionals put in 50+ hours of work a week. While 

these long hours may be necessary, they don’t come without consquences. After a certain amount of working hours 

our work life takes a hit and our sleep becomes impaired. This leads to more feelings of depression and stress and makes 

it harder for us to communicate, collaborate, and be productive. RescueTime did a survey that analyzed 185 million 

working hours so that they could come up with aggregated data on how people spent their time in 2019. The goal of 

this survey is to find out how people spent their time poorly so that they can be made aware of how to have a better 

balance and spend time on things that are truly important. (MacKay, 2019)

Key Takeaways from the Work Life Balance Survey:

Workers average just 2 hours and 48 minutes of productive device time a day

21% of working hours are spent on entertainment, news, and social media

28% of workers start their day before 8:30 am (5% start before 7 am)

40% of people use their computers after 10 pm

26% of work is done outside of normal working hours

Workers average at least 1 hour of work outside of working hours on 89 days of the year (and on 50% of all wkd days)

We check email and IM on an average of every 6 minutes

40.1% of our day is spent multitasking with communication tools

A 2014 study showed that Americans are working an average of 47 hours per week - which is one of the highest num-

bers in the world. Based on the research of hours worked by country listed in the previous pages, the United States 

ranks at 10th overall for most hours worked. Continuing with the RescueTime survey results - it was found that the 

average worker spends about 5 hours a day on their computers. However, workers only spend about 2 hours and 48 

minutes a day on productive tasks. Neutral activities and distracting activities take up about 2.5 hours of each work 

day. Other time is spend on communication, referencing, and business tasks. Post workday, 40% of people are still 

using their laptops after 10 pm (this does not include smartphones). While this time isn’t necessarily always work, it is 

still representative of how much technology controls our lives. 

The State of Work Life Balance in 2019

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH FINDINGS



Affects & Focus

Because we are spending more time on devices and less time being productive, we tend to work earlier, later, and on 

weekends. Only 74% of work gets done during normal working hours, which leaves 25% of work to be taken home. 

Survey results found that 33% of salary employees said they work on weekends. Overall the survey showed that we 

spend at minimum one hour working every other weekend. Working outside of work increases with the amount of 

workplace distractions, time wasted, and innefficiency. Workers check email and IM (communications) on average 

every 6 minutes. This is a prime example of distraction and can cause inefficiency because of a lack of focus. Most days 

are spent multitasking which means we are bouncing around from task to task. Research shows that we use 56 differ-

ent apps and websites a day and switch between them 300 times. Multitasking is simply not going to allow us to do 

our best work and be the most productive yet everyone tries to do it. The research from this study shows that at least 

40% of employees never get more than 30 minutes of straight focused time during their workday. Below is a graph 

that shows the maximum consecutive time without checking emails - which is a problematic distraction. 

The level of importance of work-life balance is different for everyone, but the results of this study show that there is a 

blurred line between work and everything else. Anaysis of 185 million working hours shows that we have less time than 

we think during a day, resulting in working outside of working hours. To improve this balance we must be aware of how 

we are working and understand the values to create a healthy solution. Our boundaries can prevent distractions, mul-

titasking, and an overload of communication. Through prevention we can increase our productive time, find balance, 

stay healthier, and stay happier. This is important to acknowledge in my design as I have the power and intention to 

create solutions to the work life balance issues. I must take into consideration how people spend their time so that I 

can target the right responses. I will research how boundaries and self-care can be set to change the way we work and 

create a positive overall well-being. Individuals must be made aware that they need a time and space to rest, regener-

ate, and improve productivity. 51

Figure 21 | Maximum Consecutive Time



PRELIMINARY RESEARCH FINDINGS

WELL Building Standard®
The WELL Building Standard™ version 2 (WELL v2™) is a vehicle for buildings and organizations to deliver more 

thoughtful and intentional spaces that enhance human health and well-being. WELL v2 includes a set of strate-

gies—backed by the latest scientific research—that aim to advance human health through design interventions and 

operational protocols and policies and foster a culture of health and wellness. Built upon the pioneering foundation of 

the first version of the WELL Building Standard (WELL v1), WELL v2 draws expertise from a diverse community of 

WELL users, practitioners, public health professionals and building scientists around the world.

Humans spend more than 90% of their time in buildings, and the life cycle of building sees 90% of their costs 

incurred as directed towards the occupants. Because of this connection between individuals and buildings, we must 

explore how our health and wellness are affected by the built environment and how positive actions can benefit the 

system as a whole. WELL is gorunded by medical research about humans and how built spaces can improve sleep 

patterns, performance, fitness, mood, and nutrition. 

The WELL Building Standard is made from over 100 features that address issues that impact health, comfort, and 

knowledge of occupants. Each feature can be applied to a project and they are supported by government standards. 

Some of these features are laid out to change behavior through education and provide support for making positive 

lifestyle choices. 

There is a multitude of benefits that come from using the WELL Building Guide and some of them are outlined 

below.

An improved environment for employees, customers and visitors - Increase in productivity and employee satisfac-

tion; and consequently, its retention within the company. - Avant-garde corporate image with a notorious attraction 

or retention of both clients and collaborators that inspire their own happiness, identity and culture. - Company 

leadership through quality assurance. - Differentiation from competitors. - Invaluable marketing added value. - 

Attractive return on investment.

All information about the WELL Building Standard can be found through the International WELL Building Institute at  https://www.wellcertified.com/



The WELL Building Standard was designed with the belief that buildings should be developed with the health and 

wellness of people at the center. This is done by a holistic approach addressing behavior, operations, and design 

regarding health in the built environment.  WELL is a performance-based system that measures, certifies, and 

monitors features of the built environment that affect health and wellness through the 10 concepts shown above. 

The ten concepts shown above have been developed through scientific and medical research including the impact 

that they have on each of these body systems: Cardiovascular, Digestive, Endocrine, Immune, Integumentary, 

Muscular, Nervous, Reproductive, Respiratory, Skeletal, and Urinary. The ten main concepts have been explained 

further on the next page. 
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Figure 22 | WELL Building Concepts



Air: aims to achieve high levels of indoor air quality across a building’s lifetime through diverse strategies that include 

source elimination or reduction, active and passive building design and operation strategies and human behavior 

interventions.

Water: covers aspects of the quality, distribution and control of liquid water in a building. It includes features that 

address the availability and contaminant thresholds of drinking water, as well as features targeting the management 

of water to avoid damage to building materials and environmental conditions.

Nourishment: requires the availability of fruits and vegetables and nutritional transparency. It encourages the 

creation of food environments, where the healthiest choice is the easiest choice.

Light: promotes exposure to light and aims to create lighting environments that promote visual, mental and biological 

health.

Movement: promotes physical activity in everyday life through environmental design, policies and programs to 

ensure that movement opportunities are integrated into the fabric of our culture, buildings and communities.

Thermal Comfort: aims to promote human productivity and provide a maximum level of thermal comfort among all 

building users through improved HVAC system design and control and by meeting individual thermal preferences.

Sound: aims to bolster occupant health and well-being through the identification and mitigation of acoustical com-

fort parameters that shape occupant experiences in the built environment.

Materials: aims to reduce human exposure, whether direct or through environmental contamination, to chemicals 

that may impact health during the construction, remodeling, furnishing and operation of buildings.

Mind: promotes mental health through policy, program and design strategies that seek to address the diverse factors 

that influence cognitive and emotional well-being.

Community: aims to support access to essential healthcare, build a culture of health that accommodates diverse 

population needs and establish an inclusive, engaged occupant community.



WELL Platinum Certification will be reached when the project achieves all preconditions as well as earns 80 points 

total. These points must be received at a minimum of 3 and maximum of 12 per concept. 

The goal of becoming certified is to create a positive experience 

in individuals. Better well-being will see an increase in their 

capabilites for contemplation, concentration, and productivity. 

It will also reinforce a person’s social sense and motivation 

because of their sense of belonging to the environment. Overall 

certification guarantees a healthy built environment that 

improves the aspects of: nutrition, physical well-being, behavior, 

sleep patterns, productivity, and performance. 

WELL Certification cost is variable by project (typology & scale). Most elements that WELL requires are not more 

expensive but are more conscious and intentional choices. The WELL Building Certification ran a pilot test that saw 

the budget coming out to be only 1.7% more expensive. This test then did a study that found that 83% of the occu-

pants felt more productive and 90% of the occupants said that the space created a positive effect on their health, 

performance, and colleague interactions. 

The WELL Certification will develop an increase in well-being and happiness within the users as well as a sense of 

satisfaction and commitment. In terms of work, this will reduce the staff turnover between 25% and 65%. This is 

beneficial to the economics of the building as companies pay high costs when employees leave.

The WELL Building Guide and Certification Standards are critical to my project as they are a proven solution to 

occupant well-being and satisfaction within the built environment. It also is proven to have significant return on 

invesment & cost analysis, which makes my project way more feasible and desirable. 
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Zero Carbon Certification

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH FINDINGS

Zero Carbon was developed by the International Living Future Institute (ILFI) in 2018 to address the role of buildings 

in the global climate crisis. Nearly 40% of greenhouse gas emissions come from building construction and operations 

and are directly linked to the rise in global temperatures and the threat to the health of humans and ecosystems. The 

Zero Carbon Certification is reachable goal for all buildings that is trying to reverse climate chang. It is a verified and 

recognized standard for neutralizing the operational and embodied carbon emissions of a project. Receiving the 

certification would prove that we took a comprehensive approach to carbon neutrality and it will enhance the proj-

ect’s resiliency and value. 

Operational and embodied carbon reduction are the two main elements in reaching carbon zero certification. Oper-

ational carbon is the greenhouse gas emission that comes from the operational energy use of a building. The carbon 

from energy use comes from the heat and power to a building which is inclusive to the lighting, plug loads, heathing, 

cooling, and cooking. Embodied carbon is the greenhouse gas emission that comes from raw material extraction, 

manufacturing and processing, transportation, and installation of all building materials.

Zero Carbon Certification - Three Key Strategies: 

REDUCE operational and embodied carbon emissions through design optimization, the use of efficient and com-

bustion-free building systems, and the responsible selection of materials

DISCLOSE the actual energy consumption of the building and the embodied carbon of the installed materials and 

construction process

OFFSET all carbon emissions associated with the project through the procurement of renewable energy, 

carbon-sequestering materials, and carbon offsets.

All information about Zero Carbon Certification can be found in the Zero Carbon Standard 1.0 at https://living-future.org/zero-carbon-certification/
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Certification of buildings can be comprehensive of the entire building or it may target a specific interior portion of 

the building. The key principles of performance requirements for certification come directly from the Zero Carbon 

Standard 1.0 and are as follows:

Projects must first reduce operational energy use and embodied carbon emissions associated with building materials 

and construction, while introducing no new combustion. 

100% of the operational energy use associated with a project must be offset by new on- or off-site renewable 

energy. 

100% of the embodied carbon emissions associated with the construction and materials of a project must be 

disclosed and offset. 

Requirements:
Operational Carbon: Projects seeking Zero Carbon Certification must meet an energy efficiency target over a 12 

month performance period. New Buildings: 25% reduction of energy use intensity (EUI) from an equivalent new 

building that would comply with ASHRAE 90.1-2010. 100% of operational energy use associated with the project 

must be provided by new on- or  off-site renewable energy. 

Embodied Carbon: The embodied carbon emissions of primary materials must be reduced by 10% compared to a   

baseline building of equivalent size, function, and energy performance. The total embodied carbon of the project may 

not exceed 500kg CO2e/m2. 100% of the embodied carbon emissionsimpacts associated with the construction and 

materials  of the project must be disclosed and offset through the use of on-site carbon-sequestering materials or by 

a one-time purchase of carbon offets from an ILFI-approved source. 

Figure 24 | Zero Carbon Certification



The Zero Carbon Certification allows for the demonstration of credible climate action through built projects. This is 

established through rigorous yet achievable criteria for the comprehensive carbon neutrality. The benefits of achiev-

ing this certification are authenticity, resilience, and asset value. 

Authenticity : Zero Carbon is the only international standard that is focused on building-scale carbon emissions. It 

also requires full decarbonization and addresses the operational and embodied emissions of a project. The certifica-

tion is measured through performance instead of predicted outcomes which proves an authentic commitment to 

decarbonization.

Resilience: Zero Carbon sets rigorous performance requirements that ensure durability and low operational costs for 

long into the future. The certification requires the elimination of new sources of combustion which negativaly impact 

user health, safety, and productivity. Lasting global benefits come from the investment towards permanent carbon 

sinkes as well as a clean energy sector. 

Asset Value: Companies that are committed to decarbonization are offered cost-effective solutions. The strategies 

that are used to reduce the operational and embodied carbon preserve the asset value of the project. This is because 

these strategies ‘future-proof’ the project against emerging carbon regulations and energy cost volatilities. A plat-

form has also been created to positively engage investors who demonstrate climate action. 

Zero Carbon Certification is important for my project because of the benefits of authenticity, resilience, asset value, 

and others mentioned in the research findings. The certification will benefit my project significantly economically but 

it will also become an icon environmentally. The combination of WELL Platinum Certification and Zero Carbon Certi-

fication will be a powerful duo that cannot go unnoticed. The project takes human well-being and environmental 

protection to a top tier and will set an example for buildings in the future. The Zero Carbon Certification steps are the 

perfect outline for me to follow to achieve my goals and reach environmental homeostasis. 
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“We envision a world of carbon-positive buildings and       
products that reverse climate change, helping people and local 

economies thrive.” 59

Figure 25 | Zero Carbon Building



Intro:
The last several years have seen multiple industry-led initiatives towards the growing interest of health and wellbeing 
within buildings. The first of these initiatives was the Health, Wellbeing, and Productivity in Offices: The Next Chapter for 

Green Building. This report acknowledges that green buildings are based on environmental and energy saving, but it 
also focuses on how there is a large potential of savings that come from people, who are the biggest cost of an 
organization. Launched in the same year as the aforementioned article, the WELL Building Standard furthers the 
revolution of wellbeing in buildings. These industry-led initiatives frequently use the words ‘health’ and ‘wellbe-
ing/wellness’ but generally do so without a definition. They are simply implied as distinct constructs. The literature 
review of this article is going to breakdown the different possible meanings of “health and wellbeing/wellness” and 
how it can be conceptualized in buildings and related research.

Review:
According to the World Health Organization ‘health is a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and 
not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.’ The suggestion that comes from this is that ‘health’ is ‘wellbeing’. The 
academic articles discussed in this portion will seek to define the role of ‘wellbeing’ and how it relates to buildings. 
Wellbeing is a multidimensional construct that has a selective approach in prioritizing these dimensions which allows 
for interpretations and different hierarchy opinions. Oxford English Dictionary (2016a, 2016b) provides complex 
definitions that lay a base for this study. 

Well-being, n: With reference to a person or community: the state of being healthy, happy, or prosperous; physical, 
psychological, or moral welfare. With reference to a thing: good or safe condition, ability to flourish or prosper. In pl. 
Individual instances of personal welfare.’   -     

Wellness, n:  the state or condition of being in a good physical, mental, and spiritual health, esp. as an actively 
pursued goal; well-being.’

LITERATURE REVIEW #1

These literature reviews analyze and summarize three articles that cover the integral aspects of my thesis project.  
The first article strives to define the meaning of well-being and how that correlates to design implementations. The 
second article involves a survey of eco-tourists and their perspectives on sustainability and how the resort changed 
their mindset. The third article covers biophilic design regarding the built environment. The three pieces of literature 
were important in providing information regarding the basis of my thesis.

“Conceptual Approaches to WellBeing in Buildings: A Scoping Review” 
by C. McAndrew, M. Ucci, and M. Hanc



Aristotle has stated that human desire is our natural desire to flourish and self-actualize - as a matter of well-being. 
He considers hedonic happiness to be vulgar and preferred the eudaimonic well-being. Hedonism is the ultimate 
state of human potential which uses happiness and the pursuit of pleasure and avoidance of pain as the proxy for 
well-being. This idea inspired the term ‘subjective well-being’ which see well-being as the only indicator of wellness 
and fails to account for the source of happiness and for the functioning of the person. Eudaimonic is the actualiza-
tion of human potential where well-being focuses on optimal experience and functioning. According to Reber 
(1995) ‘It is a condition of a system in which the essential qualities are relatively stable.’  which is alluding to the 
dynamic equilibrium theory. I agree more with the Eudaimonic well-being because it takes into account the count-
less factors that can influence our attitude, overall mindset/health, and equilibrium. 

A common construct for measurement of social wellbeing is social capital. This is derived from the value of personal 
relationships, social network support, civic engagement, and cooperative norms. Other articles have suggested that 
social well-being is linked to marriage, family, friendships, neighbors, colleagues, and trust. These factors have also 
been suggested to be independently related to happiness and satisfaction through indirect pathways to health. I think 
the social aspect of well-being certainly is affected by relationships, but in an indirect way as each individual must 
choose how to perceive their relationships, it is not chosen for them. 

The New Economics Foundation sees the internal drivers of well-being as health, optimism, and self-esteem while 
the external drivers are income, housing, education, and social networks. It also suggests that happiness can provide a 
vehicle for overall improved wellbeing, building personal resources and capabilities, and to enable positive responses 
in moments of challenge. The economic indicators omit and mislead much of what society values. Microeconomics 
suggests that there is a direct correlation of income and levels of well-being. ‘One challenge for a society based on 
well-being is that individuals do not have ready and concrete models of how to pursue the goal of greater well-being, 
other than following the economic model. When people are asked what would improve the quality of their lives, the 
most frequent response is higher income (Campbell, 1981). I agree whole heartedly with this statement and that 
individuals are not aware of how to truly improve their well-being. The perception given out by our materialistic world 
proves just how much more education can be given about the topic of well-being.  

Some definitions state that ‘well-being’ is in direct contrast to ‘illness’. However, we must study flourishing on its 
own instead of simply looking for an absence of ill-being. These definitions are helpful is defining the different 
qualities of well-being. Still, the nature of the well-being construct is blurred, and the definitions are overly broad. 
In terms of condensing a definition, we need to take into account how psychology, sociology, and economics could 
impact well-being. 
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So, how can well-being be conceptualized in building-related design/research? The three topics of discussion (psy-
chology, sociology, and economics) influenced definitions that include 9 themes that are listed below. The article of 
this literature review is a cumulation of 59 academic articles that have to do with at least one of the listed topics. 
Most of the articles mainly considered the topic of ‘Environmental Satisfaction and/or Comfort’ then ‘Social 
Well-being’ then ‘Hedonic or Subjective Well-being’ then ‘Physical Health’ and lastly ‘Mental Health’. A subtheme 
that was made apparent is Indoor Environmental Quality (IEC) which refers to specific physical parameters such as 
temperature, air quality, light, and noise. This includes overall comfort, furnishings, equipment, windows, views, 
security, and control. 

Hedonic or Subjective Well-being (HED): Happiness, Affect, Satisfaction
Eudaimonic Well-being (EUD): Control or Autonomy 
Social Well-being (SOC): Negative Spatial Experiences
Mental Health (MH): Stress, Psychological States and Traits
Physical Health (PH): Self-Reported Symptoms, Illness, Sick Building Syndrome
Environmental Quality, Satisfaction and/or Comfort (ENV): Comfort, Control, Building Design, IEC
Productivity and Cognitive Performance (PRO): Productivity &  Performance, Learning
Other (OT): Perceptions of Improvement, Managerial, Cost Efficiency, Absenteeism or Presenteeism
Unspecified (UN)

Conclusion: 
Overall, the articles that were studied mainly adopted a heterogeneous approach to the conceptual definition of 
wellbeing. This mix of definitions still provides no specification in terms of satisfaction and the environment as an 
outcome or determinant of wellbeing. It also shows how many aspects can be placed in different themes such as 
stress in hedonic and also mental health. This reinforces the idea that well-being is a slippery idea that can’t be 
defined in a straightforward way. The definition of wellbeing must be defined to allow for others to understand the 
intent. A lack of clarity will be problematic when considering the need for evidence based design and how it fosters 
well-being. In order to fully implement factors into the built environment one must understand the extent of envi-
ronmental satisfaction and comfort and whether it is a determinant or a dimension of wellbeing. The literature here 
provides me with a strong starting point for the concepts behind my design. It has made me aware of just how diverse 
the ideas of well-being really are. This will influence me to continue my research and make an informed definition of 
well-being in terms of my project. I also think that this article was important because of the wide the scope of 
research it did and how favored each theme was. The results will allow me to target the top themes of well-being 
within architecture and relate them to my goals. This research also furthers my concept of how ENV and HED are 
the two large factors to well-being and equilibrium. 
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Intro:
This literature review will cover an article around the experience of tourists at an ecotourism resort. The article 
analyzes multiple studies including a detailed study that was conducted on visitors to an ecotourism resort in Austra-
lia. The pre-visit and post-visit study was done independently from one another and is a good indicator of visitor 
environmental attitudes and behaviors and how they can be influenced. The study found significant effects of visitor 
awareness of and involvement in environmental management practices. It also found significant effects of participa-
tion in nature tour activities on environmental attitudes and behaviors. These effects allow the study to suggest that 
awareness of in-resort environmental practices and satisfying experiences may lead to reinforcing visitor’s favorable 
environmental attitudes. 

Environmental concerns about tourist impacts are increasing and is instilling the need to improve sustainable man-
agement and operation. Ecotourism is defined as ‘ecologically sustainable tourism with a primary focus on experienc-
ing natural areas that foster environmental and cultural understanding, appreciation, and conservation (EAA & 
ATON, 2000: 4). An important component of this is that ecotourism resorts provide opportunities for visitors to 
experience nature so that they can develop their knowledge and awareness of the natural environment. This will 
hopefully encourage them to conserve the environment through waste minimization, energy and water conservation, 
and minimal wildlife disturbance. 

Review: 
The Beaumont study was conducted on 418 tourists at Lamington National Park in 1998. It includes day trippers, 
campers, and guests of two eco-lodges using a pre and post visit questionnaire. Environmental interest, attitudes, 
and involvement were rightfully the strongest for those who camped and stayed at the two eco-lodges. The post- 
visit questionnaire showed high levels of gains in environmental knowledge for all visitors. However, the attitudes and 
behaviors did not increase correspondingly with knowledge due to the ceiling effect. Those who initially had weak 
attitudes and knowledge were more often the ones to say that the experience influenced their conservation of views 
and future behaviors. 

LITERATURE REVIEW #2

“Understanding the Impact of Ecotourism Resort Experiences on Tourists’ Environmental 
Attitudes and Behavioural Intentions” 
by Won Hee Lee and Gianna Moscardo



Environmentally responsible behavior is thought to have focused on the fact that knowledge is linked to attitudes 
and attitudes to behavior. Therefore if people become more knowledgeable about environmental issues then they 
become more aware and are more motivated to act responsibly. This is challenged as a simplistic view because it 
doesn’t include the range of variables that may influence an individual’s actions. These variables include: knowledge 
of issues, knowledge of action strategies, locus of control - which refers to an individual’s perception of whether or 
not he or she has the ability to bring about change through his or her own behavior, attitudes, verbal commitment 
(an expressed intention to act upon an environmental problem), and an individual’s sense of responsibility. The 
Theory of Planned Behavior states that attitudes are a precursor to intention and is consistent with general social 
psychological approaches to attitude change and the link to actual behavior. This theory outlines the main variables 
that should be considered and is shown in the diagram below.

The Kingfisher Bay Resort and Village has achieved advanced ecotourism accreditation under the Australian Nature 
and Ecotourism Accreditation Program (NEAP). It has also won over 20 national and international awards for the 
design and operation. The resort includes the use of natural convection instead of air conditioning in main buildings, 
low energy lighting, recycling programs, and practices designed to minimize water usage. It also offers educational 
programs and nature tour activities. The pre-visit study of its visitors consists of 242 guests with a 96.8% response 
rate and the post-visit study consists of 396 guests with a 94.3% response rate. Because the studies were indepen-
dent they provided a static-group comparison. The NEP (New Environmental Paradigm) scale was used in this study 
because it is a well tested and documented measure of general environmental concern. This study found high levels 
of positive environmental concern in both pre-visit and post-visit. The responses strongly endorsed harmony with 
nature. Even such, the guests believed that their trip didn’t have a big impact on the environment. One of the 
questions that was asked during the study was whether the guests had participated in environmental practices or not.
Below is a simple layout of the reasoning behind why people did not participate. An important factor in these 
responses was that not all of the participants were aware of or involved in the environmental management practices 
that were offered. They also did not all participate in the educational programs. The percentages are representative 
of those who did not participate in the environmental management practices.

Reuse of towels

Didn’t know

Didn’t apply to this room

Didn’t stay long enough

Towels needed washing

%

36%

28%

22%

14%

Recycling

Didn’t know

Didn’t apply to this room

Had very little rubbish

%

32%

28%

32%

Non-phosphate detergents

Didn’t wash anything

Didn’t know

Didn’t apply to this room

Didn’t stay long enough

%

58%

25%

6%

3%
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Further analysis was done to find the effectiveness of a guest information sheet and how the guest responded to the 
environmental practices. The analysis found that visitors who used and/or read the guest information sheet had 
more favourable attitudes towards the principles of ‘balance of nature’ and ‘negative human impacts’ than those who 
didn‘t. Those same visitors who read the sheet also gave significantly higher satisfaction ratings for three aspects of 
their experience at Kingfisher Bay Resort and Village. The three aspects include: environmental management of the 
resort, ecotourism activities and educational programme, and the facilities and services provided. 

Lastly, the survey analyzed three groups of visitors which were those with low involvement, moderate involvement, 
and high involvement. Low involvement visitors said that they did not care about environmental management 
actions, the moderate group was interested if activities did not require much effort, and the high group complied 
fully with all environmental actions/programs. The study shoewd that those with high levels of involvement had more 
favourable attitudes towards the natural environment and were more aware of the negative environmental impacts 
of the use of certain detergents and fresh, daily towels. The level of involvement was significantly related to willing-
ness to pay more for an ecotourist resort as well as overall satisfaction. 

Conclusion:
This literature review is important to my research because it involves a thorough study about people’s opinions and 
actions regarding the environment and sustainability. Both the Beaumont Study and the Kingfisher Bay Resort and 
Village Study showed no significant differences in respondents’ environmental awareness and attitudes between the 
pre and post-visit surveys. This shows that the two resorts attract guests that alreay have a high level of environ-
mental awareness thus are ‘preaching to the choir’. These studies did show that awareness of environmental man-
agement practices is critical in participation. This means that similar typologies should provide more effective infor-
maion and opportunities to make guests more aware and involved. Making guests aware of the opportunities to 
participate in environmentally responsible behavior will link directly to the level of satisfaction from guests. 

This information is imporant in the development of the retreat programs and information that will be designed. It 
shows how certain ideas would and wouldn’t work in a wellness retreat situation. It was also a helpful study to read 
through as it showed how willing people are to participate and pay which will force me to dive even deeper into the 
intention behind each component of the resort. I should be able target the users in an intentional way that will have 
a positive influence on behavior and attitudes through the information provided within this article. Overall, the two 
ecotourist reosrts provided satisfying experiences that reniforced visitors attitudes and increased their interest in 
future experriences. I now must find an unobtrusive solution to get those in the ‘low involvement’ group interested. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW #3

“Salutogenic and Biophilic Design as Therapeutic Approaches to Sustainable Architecture” 
by R. Mazuch

Intro: 
Salutogenic design is the encouragement of active health rather than simple treatment of an illness. Biophilic design 

engages you with nature to assist in the healing process. This piece of literature analyzes salutogenic and biophilic 

design and how they are proven to work in medical environments. This research is important to my thesis as I am 

seeking to create an environment that is supportive of better lifestyles and mental health. Because these design 

strategies are proven within the medical realm, they will certainly transfer over and succeed in the “medical” aspect 

of my thesis within mental health. 

Review: 
While chronic and lifestyle-related diseases are on the rise, so are our options for taking control of our personal 

health and well-being. The overarching goal of health is to establish a long and fulfilling lifestyle that addresses both 

preventative and curative health management routines. The architecture profession has a strong opportunity to 

deliver these optimally therapeutic environments using salutogenic and biophilic design. The medical environment 

tends to deal with disease and injury through the pathogenic approach. However, this review will cover design move-

ments from the IBI Group that promotes active health and wellbeing as a solution to health-related issues. 

Biophilic design is an innovation way of designing the spaces that we live, work, learn, play, and heal in. The two 

categories of the natural world are ‘living nature’ which regards flora and fauna and ‘abiotic nature’ which is non-living 

and includes water, sunlight, and oxygen. Some key elements related to biophilic design are organic shapes, natural 

processes, light, and sensory engagement. This design approach is well developed and continues to be supported by 

continuously emerging research and empirical data. The natural elements of design such as sunlight, building skins, 

and public/intimate spaces expose us in a way that affects our physiology, emotions, psychology, and our ultimate 

physical condition. This beneficial dialogue is only possible if the architecture has permeable design elements. The 

outcomes of this biophilic design on health is positive and measurable through recent research. It is shown that this 

type of design obviously improves well-being and can even expedite healing. The research also consistently shows 

the restorative and stress-reducing benefits of viewing nature. The clinical part of the research goes more in depth 

shows how nature can reduce respiration rates, heart rates, and blood pressure. 



Salutogenic design establishes a healthy balance of mind, body, and spirit that results in an overall feeling of well-be-

ing. The Salutogenic Home of Tomorrow (2015) is a research project that symbiotically responds and evolves with 

the ever-changing needs of its ever-aging population. The use of innovation, elegant, and supportive design allows 

for a productive salutogenic solution to a retirement home as opposed to the usual eclectic furniture and hinged 

metal grab rails which is mentally debilitating. Ergonomic and anthropometric data will assist in the design of this 

supportive home and the choice of finishes and furniture. This design is inclusive to treatment but is focused on 

healing and general well-being. 

Sense-sensitive design is an intense, evidence-based design approach that analyzes and identifies how patients 

experience built environments through individual sensory receptors. Knowing this detailed information allows a 

designer to deliver optimal healing settings. Powerful healing and therapeutic benefits can happen within internal 

environments through the blend of many different elements. These elements include natural and artificial light, smell, 

form, scale, materials, texture, sound, movement, and rhythm. Most of the research done for this kind of design 

focuses on the 5 cardinal sensory receptors of sight, hearing, touching, smell, and taste. 

Conclusion: 
Our 21st-century world has a growing number of chronic and lifestyle-related illnesses. This proves the need for a 

better solution than merely medicine. There is plenty of conclusive evidence through research that proves how our 

bodies can be repaired mentally, physically, and emotionally through therapeutic environments. These environments 

are created through the use of salutogenic and biophilic design. Architecture is also supported in these design topics 

through new technologies, innovative models, and augmenting evidence-based research. The new powerful forms of 

design will prolong life as well as heal and help close wounds. This text was important in understanding the depths of 

how salutogenic and biophilic design. It talked through implemented solutions that are research backed and are 

proven to improve well-being. This is critical to my design as it proves the viability of my goals and helps me delve 

deeper into the elements that must be analyzed for well-being.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW SUMMARY

The three pieces of literature that were reviewed above are critical in laying out the framework for my thesis design. 

The project is aiming to provide optimal performance within the environment and within the users. This performance 

is labeled as homeostasis which is the condition of optimal functioning and steady state of internal, chemical, and 

physical conditions maintained by living systems. Optimum function within humans must take into account well-be-

ing and optimum function within the environment must take into account sustainable practices. A ‘mirror’ like effect 

will be produced at this wellness retreat through the homeostasis of site and user. This is intended to inspire the user 

to take better care of the environment, but it is also intended to be representative of themselves and how to take 

care of oneself. The main question being asked is what is human homeostasis and how can it be achieved? There is 

much research regarding this question, with the main concept being well-being.

“Conceptual Approaches to WellBeing in Buildings: A Scoping Review” is an article that is important to the concept 

of well-being within this project. The article talks through the mixed definitions of ‘well-being’ and the components 

that are considered factors in a human‘s well-being. These component themes are: Hedonic or Subjective Well-be-

ing (HED), Eudaimonic Well-being (EUD), Social Well-being (SOC), Mental Health (MH), Physical Health (PH), 

Environmental Quality, Satisfaction and/or Comfort (ENV), Productivity and Cognitive Performance (PRO), 

Other (OT), and Unspecified (UN). The article reviewed 59 other articles that talk about these themes and found 

that Environmental Design (Indoor Air Quality) and Hedonic or Subjective Well-Being were the top two themes 

when considering architectural design. However most of these articles adopt hetergeneous approaches and some 

don’t define the term ‘well-being’ which makes the concept a slippery slope. This article opened my eyes in just how 

diverse the term ‘well-being’ is and made me aware that I must define it within my project so that I can create 

solutions that relate directly to it and are easily understood by others. I also think it was important that the article 

addressed pyschology, sociology, and economics relation to well-being. Each aspect is important in their own way, 

but I think it is important that I provide education through my design and address each individual component for 

optimal well-being in design. Most people don’t think too in depth about these three concepts and how they directly 

relate to our happiness, health, and growth. Some key topics that I need to dive deeper in to include: 

Psychological: Hedonic, Eudaimonic, Equilibrium (challenges/resources), and Flourishing or Optimal Functioning

Sociological: Negative Subjective States and Positive Social Health

Economical: Capabilities, Social Capital, and Microeconomics
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“Understanding the Impact of Ecotourism Resort Experiences on Tourists’ Environmental Attitudes and Behavioural 

Intentions” is an important piece of literature in my research because it addresses a large survey about ecotourism at 

an accredited, advanced ecotourist resort. The findings of this pre & post-visit survey are important to help under-

stand the mindset of individuals that visit the resort and how certain factors can be influential. In general, this resort 

attracts people that are already environmentally conscious. It did also attract those who weren’t as interested and 

found some intersting points that will assist in the design on my project. The linear progression of visitors’ attitudes 

about the environment starts with pre-exisinting action skills, knowledge of action strategies, and knowledge of 

issues. it then moves to attitudes then intention to act. The last part of this linear model is repsonsible environmental 

behavior. This model is consistent with the general social psychological approach to understanding attitude changes 

and the links between attitudes and actual behaviors. This progression is important for me to understand so that I 

know where I can make positive impacts on the pyschological of the users. The relationship between human homeo-

stasis and environmental homeostasis is very similar, and if I know how to influence users regarding the environment 

then it should be the same regarding their own well-being. The results from the survey also show important informa-

tion like how much more money people are willing to spend at an eco-tourist resort (it’s not more than $20 a night). 

This made me realize how similar I need to make this resort feel to others. There shouldn’t be a drastic price change 

or dramatic different facilities otherwise people won’t want to stay there. 

“Salutogenic and Biophilic Design as Therapeutic Approaches to Sustainable Architecture” was a helpful literature to 

review because it included lots of real life examples of how to implement salutogenic and biophilic design into achi-

tecture for well-being. Biophilic design is an innovation way of designing the spaces that we live, work, learn, play, 

and heal in. The two categories of biophilic design are ‘living nature’ which regards flora and fauna and ‘abiotic nature’ 

which is non-living and includes water, sunlight, and oxygen. Some key elements related to this type of design are 

organic shapes, natural processes, light, and sensory engagement. Salutogenic design establishes a healthy balance 

of mind, body, and spirit that results in an overall feeling of well-being. This design is inclusive to treatment but is 

focused on healing and general well-being.  Sense Sensitive Design show how powerful healing and therapeutic 

benefits can happen within internal environments through the blend of many different elements. These elements 

include natural and artificial light, smell, form, scale, materials, texture, sound, movement, and rhythm. All three of 

these concepts lay a basis for how I should address well-being within my design. The sub themes within these con-

cepts are support by the evidence based research of the WELL Building Standard. This research will heighten the 

level at which I design for the mind, body, and the environment. 69



PROJECT JUSTIFICATION

My Master’s thesis project is a carbon-neutral wellness retreat in Lake Tahoe, California. The retreat will be creating 

homeostasis within the environment as well as within humans. This project serves those around the world but is 

inspired by the ‘workaholic’ culture of the United States. This constant movement culture has bad side affects such 

as anxiety, imbalance, and stress. The goal of this project is to determine what human homeostasis is and how to 

create a better overall well-being. 

I feel a personal connection with the project because I struggle with balancing life, school, and work. I am currently 

working two jobs as well as going to graduate school full time. This is very reflective of my high school years also. 

Drive isn’t a bad thing, but it can become bad when it gets to a certain extent. Those who don’t maintain a balance 

within their lives tend to lose out on something, and it is generally their own well-being. This project is important to 

me because I am able to research the depths of the issues and what viable solutions may look like. This will then be 

translated in a way that can help others all over the world. 

Developing human homeostasis will be complimented by creating environmental homeostasis. This will create a 

‘mirror’ like effect and will make people more aware of their impacts on our natural world and their natural selves. 

Overall, this project includes a little bit of everything I am interested in such as: design, nature, well-being, helping 

others, self-growth, self-reflection, experiences, intentionality, human comfort, and sustainability. 

Environmental Impact
The environment would be positively impacted by my project. By making carbon neutrality one of my goals, the 

project itself will balance its emissions to its production in order to zero out the carbon. This will also incorporate a 

reduced use of electricity. It will utilize natural resources to create power and use practices that protect the environ-

ment as much as possible. These impacts would justify my project as it will show how environmental homeostasis can 

be created while not lacking in other aspects. This project will then serve as an example for future projects to have 

similar implementations which will snowball into a large positive impact on the environment. 
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Advancement of the Profession
I think my project will contribute to the advancement of the profession because of the implementation of WELL. 

Because it is such a new building standard and way of thinking it has not become well-known. Architecture is built 

for humans, so why aren’t we taking humans into more consideration when designing? This is exactly what WELL is 

doing, and I believe that my project can help it gain more traction. It can be a good example of the benefits that 

WELL provides, and it can advance our thoughts and design in architecture overall. The project will prove to be an 

example of how simple the steps are to implementing WELL and how it will positively impact users as well as project 

cost. 

Funding
Expending funds for this project will be easy once one sees the return on investment. There are physical returns like 

the use of natural energy to cut costs and extra profit from saved energy costs & income from guests. There is also 

a non-physical return which is the benefit it gives to people that go to the retreat. Earning money while watching 

people transform their lives seems like the perfect return on investment. The funds will be spent on the initial build 

and technology needed to create carbon neutrality. After that the only funds needed will be for salaries/wages. 

The source of funds I would imagine are coming from a developer or businessman interested in making profit. I see 

this as an smart investment for someone to make. I could also see the money coming from an individual that is 

invested in the purpose of the retreat. Another option would be for a large corporation to invest in this so that they 

can send their employees here but also use it to hold non corporate retreats for profit. These are all justified as it is a 

personal decision to get involved in this project, but it will benefit them in the long run.

The return on investment for this project includes both monetary and intangible benefits like I wrote about earlier. 

The profit will come once the initial costs for energy production are balanced with the minimal yearly energy costs. 

It will also come once the retreat starts getting guests. An intangible return on investment is the benefit it will have 

on the environment because of the practices implemented. It also has an intangible return of the growth and bene-

fits that guests will receive upon coming. 
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HISTORICAL,  SOCIAL,  AND CULTURAL CONTEXT
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Figure 27 | Sand Harbor 1969 Figure 28 | Sand Harbor 1999
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December 1969 July 1999

Lake Tahoe is commonly believed to be volcanic in origin, but the Lake Tahoe Basin was formed by a geologic block 

faulting 25 million years ago. The uplifted blocks that were created are now known as the Carson Mountain Range 

on the east and the Sierra Nevada Range on the west. A lake was formed in between the two ranges within the basin. 

Later active volcanoes poured their lava into the lake which rose the water several hundred feet higher than what it is 

today. New outlet cuts and glacial debris have since change the lake to be what it is today.  

Sand Harbor is located on the east edge of Lake Tahoe, Nevada. It is one of the most popular spots in the Tahoe 

Basin and includes spectacular sandy beaches, an outdoor amphitheatre, a restaurant, and a State Park Information 

Center. While the harbor is a very special place we must not forget about the surrounding areas that make up all of 

Lake Tahoe. There are many other harbors, beaches, towns, trails, and attractions that cumulatively make up Lake 

Tahoe - “America’s Best Lake” (USA Today). The area has also been rated No. 1 ski destination with Rand McNally 

and Orbitz as well as No. 1 travel destination with TripAdvisor. 
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Figure 29 | Sand Harbor 2010 Figure 30 | Sand Harbor 2018

July 2010 June 2018

Aeriel imagery through Google Earth of Sand Harbor only started in 1969. The four images below don’t show much 

change, but the main difference is obviously the development of color. The oldest photo shows the same roads that 

we see in the newest photo. One important change that I can see is that the roads were sand/dirt but have become 

paved throughout the timeline. The paving seems to have expanded the size of the roads & parking lots a bit, but it 

still follows the same path that it originally had. Another change to note is the development of structures on the 

peninsula. From the images I can’t see a major difference in the vegetation of the peninsula, which means that the 

stuctures were built mindful of the surrounding environment. Lastly, I see a bit of erosion from the beach. It started 

out a decent size but has since gotten smaller due to what I assume is the ocean. The paved parking also takes a bit 

away from the sandy beach area. 



Sand Harbor is located on the east shore of Lake Tahoe, Nevada. State lines cross to California within the lake. 

Americans discovered Lake Tahoe is 1846, but it was cherished by Native Americans long before that. The Washoe Tribe 

spent many summers at Sand Harbor so they could hunt, fish, and gather. (History of Sand Harbor)

The 1870s saw Walter Scott Hobart, a lumber baron, establish the Sierra 

Nevada Wood & Lumber Company at the harbor. His comany logged 

trees around the lake then towed them into Sand Harbor with the boat 

Steamship Niagara. The logs were then sent by rail to the sawmill that the 

company owned in Incline. The lumber was milled and sent to the Com-

stock Mining District along with cordwood. It was sent using the Great 

Incline Tramway of 1880 and an intricate system of V-flumes. The tram-

way was completed in 1880 and was 4,000 feet long. It was a 

steam-powered cable railway and was driven by an engine at the summit. 

Incline Sawmill is pictured to the left. The Great Incline Tramway is in the 

Walter Hobart passed away in 1892 and passed his 

inheritance of wealth and land holdings to Walter 

Scott Hobart Jr. Unfortunately Walter used most of 

his fortune on a lavish summer resort on Sand Harbor. 

He also entertained the social elite on his yacht 

named the Quic Chakidn. Pictured on the right is the  

building and track for logging in Sand Harbor in 1894. 

Figure 31 | Incline Sawmill

Figure 32 | Sand Harbor 1894

HISTORICAL,  SOCIAL,  AND CULTURAL CONTEXT
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Walter Scott Hobart Jr. leased the master cottage at Sand Harbor to Frank W. Fuller in the early 1920s. Frank was 

Vice President of the W.P. Fuller & Company paint firm. Frank Jr., his son, and the rest of the family continously 

enjoyed summers at Sand Harbor until 1966. 

Frank Jr. was passionate about flying and moored his Gruman Goose seaplane and Gruman Mallard seaplane on the 

beach shores of the harbor. Boating spectators enjoyed watching Fuller Jr. gracefully lifting the planes out of the 

water and above Lake Tahoe. Meanwhile, George Whittell Jr. inherited millions of dollars because he was born into 

one of San Francisco’s wealthiest families. He liquidated $50 million in stock holdings just months before the 1929 

stock market crash and moved to Lake Tahoe. One of his pieces of land was Sand Harbor, which he purchased from 

Hobart Jr. during the lease of Frank Fuller and family. George intended to use the land to build a casino but spent 3 

years starting in 1936 building his summer estate named Thunderbird Lodge. 

A few years later George had changed his plans for more development on the east side of Lake Tahoe. George had 

become more isolated over those years and preferred a private estate over public development. The State of Nevada 

became interested in the rest of the land during the 1950s. They began negotiations with George to purchase the 

land for a state park but agreed upon a lease of only a portion of the beach. 10 years later he was forced to sell 

5,300 acres of his land which is now the foundation for Lake Tahoe Nevada State Park. The grand opening ceremony 

was held in 1971 and enjoys a million visitors annually. 

Figure 33 | Sand Harbor 1940 Figure 34 | Sand Harbor 1960
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Lt. John C. Fremont was 

the first European-   

American to see Lake 

Tahoe. He named it “Lake 

Bonpland”

1844

1848 

Migration to Lake Tahoe 

happened because of the 

discovery of the Comstock 

Lode - a silver deposit

California was admitted 

to the Union and marked 

the the 39th parallel (in 

Lake Tahoe) as its border

1850

1862

The lake was given the 

name Tahoe because it was 

a local tribal name that 

meant “water in a high 

place”

Lake Tahoe became a 

transportation hub for 

surrounding mining and 

logging 

1870

1900 

Steamboats were retired as 

the sawmills ran out of 

trees and people started 

traveling by automobiles

Lake Tahoe Dam is built at 

the lake’s only outlet - the 

Truckee River

1913

HISTORICAL,  SOCIAL,  AND CULTURAL CONTEXT

A Timeline of Lake Tahoe History
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1926

Crystal Bay, the first 

casino, it built even though 

gambling wasn’t legalized in 

Nevada until 1931

A tunnel was blasted 

through the sacred Cave 

Rock for Highway 50

1931

1944 

Lots of non native fish 

species were introduced to 

the lake including salmon 

from the North Pacific

The lake officially gets 

named Lake Tahoe

1945

1957

The League to Save Lake 

Tahoe is created to protect 

and restore natural attri-

butes to the lake

The Angora Fire burned 

3,100 acres of South Lake 

Tahoe 

2007

2019

Microplastics found in the 

lake for the first time. 

Reintroduction of the 

cutthroat trout which were 

native to the lake but got 

overrun by introduced fish
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Lake Tahoe is the largest alpine lake in North America. It is a cobalt blue lake at the top of the Sierra Nevada Moun-

tain Range is famously known for its crystal clear water. The east side of the lake has gently sloping beaches and 

funky rock formations which makes it an interesting site for visitors and perfect for swimming. Water activities are 

also popular on Lake Tahoe are mainly take place at the site I have chosen which is Sand Harbor. These activities 

include boating, water-sking, kayaking, scuba diving, and fishing. Motorized activities can launch from two different 

ramps within the area. The entire lake is surrounded by large, green cedar trees and Jeffery pines. 

Adjacent to Lake Tahoe is Lake Tahoe Nevada State Park. The park is abundant with diverse natural resources. Snow 

Valley Peak and Marlette Peak are high alpine mountain peaks and are contrasting the lush meadows such as Spoon-

er Meadow. The expansive forest encircles groves of aspen, sub alpine and alpine lakes, and granite rock formations. 

The most popular tourist attraction of the park are the spectacular beaches that dot the shoreline. All of these 

dynamic elements create a rich habitat of widlife, vegetation, and fisheries. 

The eastern state border of California merges with the western border of Nevada within the lake. This border breaks 

a barrier to create a mixed community but is also made very apparent because of different state laws. Because of its 

proximity to Los Angeles, Lake Tahoe sees a lot of visitors including celebrities driving in for ‘staycations’. Other 

visitors may come because of the tremendous hiking and skiing or for the yearly Lake Tahoe Shakespeare Festival. 

The Sierra Nevada and the Carson Range are massive influences on the climate of the site. The summers tend to be 

dry and sunny while the winter months are snowy. Western parts of Lake Tahoe can reach up to 80 inches of precip-

itation while the eastern side is a mild 25 inches. This is the average number that Sand Harbor receives, but the 

amount increases as elevation increases. 

The location of the site allows for a full four seasons and not very drastic temperatures during any of them. Winters 

tend to be about 43ºF and summers are around 70ºF. This is an ideal climate and it allows for optimal tourism all year 

round. 

SITE ANALYSIS -  QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
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Sand Harbor is three miles south of Incline Village on State Route 28. It is roughly 55 acres and is considered 
paradise to tourists. Expansive views of the shoreline mix with sandy beaches and rocky coves to create the 
ultimate nature getaway. The summer is the busiest season with the beaches being open from 8 am to 1 hour 
past sunset. A visitor center, gift shop, snack bar and grill, and group area are all supporting elements to this 
popular spot. Home to one of the best beaches in Lake Tahoe, Sand Harbor has many qualities worth noting. 
There are many shaded picnic areas with tables and barbeques so that families can cook in the great outdoors 
after a day of sun bathing. The walkways have been paved so that they are wheelchair accesible. The Sand 
Harbor Nature Trail is also handicap-accessible. The trail is 1/3 mile long and features gorgeous views. Another 
trail nearby is the 1/2 mile trail to Memorial Point that has more secluded beaches and rock formations. 

In order to gain a better understading of the qualitative aspects of my site I will be visiting it on December 30th, 
2020. This trip will extend over the new year and be about a week long. I will spend this time getting to know the 
site itself and exploring its terrain. I will also be exploring the surrounding towns that make up the Lake Tahoe 
community. I will also be taking part in many of the activites that the area has to offer so that I can gain a better 
understanding of what is feasible for my project. This section will be elaborated on more after I have completed 
my site visit. 
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SITE ANALYSIS -  EXISTING TEXTURES
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Figure 35 | Sand Harbor Textures



This color study extracts 

the colors that are 

present in the existing 

built environment.
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Figure 36 | Sand Harbor Textures



SITE ANALYSIS -  VEGETATION

This color study extracts the 

colors from vegetation during the 

summer months but these colors 

will stay through the winter 

because they are evergreens.

Figure 37 | Vegetation



Water is a fundamental aspect to 
the site as it is the whole reason 

the site was chosen and the reason 
that the site exists. Lake Tahoe is a 

massive sub-alpine lake that is 
extremely deep and extremely 

cold. The graph on the left outlines 
the lake levels from the past three 

years.

83Figure 40 | Lake Tahoe Water Levels

SITE ANALYSIS -  WATER

Figure 38 | Lake Tahoe Map 

Figure 39 | Lake Tahoe Water



SITE ANALYSIS -  TOPOGRAPHY

Lake Tahoe’s natural rim is 6,223 feet above sea 
level. The dam allows for a maximum surface 
elevation of 6,229 feet which makes it the 
highest lake of its size in the U.S. The exact 

elevation is controlled by the dam and is depen-
dent on how much water flows from the moun-
tains. Lake Tahoe is the Basin between the Sierra 
Nevada Range and Carson Range which creates 
a very dynamic elevation within the surrounding 

area. 
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Figure 42 | Surrounding Topography

Figure 41 | Depths
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Figure 43 | Site Topography



SITE ANALYSIS -  SUNLIGHT

This graph shows the average total number of sunlight hours per month. It also shows the % sun which measures the 

percentage of time between sunrise and sunset that the sun reaches the ground. 
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Figure 44 | Average Hours of Sunlight



SITE ANALYSIS - PRECIPITATION
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Figure 45 | Average Precipitation



SITE ANALYSIS - AVERAGE TEMPERATURES
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Figure 46 | Average Temperatures



SITE ANALYSIS -  PHOTO GRID



Figure 47 | Lake Tahoe



PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

1. ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

The environmental performance of my thesis is critical to achieving the project goals and providing a viable solution 

to the question I have arose. Homestasis and architecture must follow strict guidelines regarding energy consump-

tion and the environmental performance/impact. In order to maintain an eqilibrium, the building must first take into 

consideration how it impacted the environment during construction and how it impacts the site on a daily basis. 

Carbon neutrality is one way that this project can reach homeostasis within the environment. The Energy Design 

Modeling Guide from the AIA will be a source to measure the building performance. A baseline energy model can be 

created through this research and mark my project as successful based off of its comparison and if it reaches 90% 

production to consumption. 

Regarding initial construction and use of the site, homeostasis can be created when being aware and making changes 

of the environmental impact. This impact can happen through the use of reduced energy use, reduced carbon 

emissions, reduced construction impacts, the use of passive techniques, and locally sourced materials and food. 

Using a carbon calculator will be helpful in determining the level that my design is at for environmental impact and 

where it needs to be for success. 

The environmental perfomance is important to both the  environmental and human homeostasis portion of my 

project. The materials that are chosen are critical in providing comfort for the occupants to improve well-being and 

the lower the embodied energy, the better for the environment. The luminous, thermal, and acoustic part of envi-

ronmental performance must follow the WELL Building Standards of light, thermal comfort, and acoustics. These 

three concepts have a laid out framework that focuses intensely on occupant impact but also takes into consider-

ation the environment. The analysis of this portion will come from the comparison of research quantitative data 

compared to the project data. 
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The aesthetics of this project are critical to psychological impact. The aesthetics of a place can make individuals think 

and feel a certain way, so the way that I design my project must be extremely intentional. One of the project goals is 

to create human homeostasis. This involves creating well-being within the person which is impacted by the built 

environment. The colors, materials, and textures are just a few of the qualities that must be chosen in a way that 

creates a positive psychological impact on the users of this retreat. The aesthetics will be measure by a checklist 

covering proven design solutions. The design solutions will be determined by the emotions/impact that is created by 

them and the science of well-being in the spaces and during activities. Performance will be measured by the Biophil-

ic and Salutogenic literature review as well as the WELL Building Standards. Reaching WELL Building Platinum will 

guarantee a positive psychological impact and successful completion of some of my goals for this project. This 

judgement will come at the end of the design. 

2. AESTHETICS

“Architecture is a art when one consciously or uncon-
sciously creates aesthetic emotion in the atmosphere 

and when this environment produces well being.”
- Luis Barragán
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The functionality and efficiency of this retreat is critical to optimal performance. Efficiency considers the size and 

function of the building compared to cost & energy use. The energy use was spoken of previously, but the produc-

tion of energy must be at least 90% of the usage for high tier efficiency. The cost of the building is an important 

factor but also must take into account the money saved with sustainable practices and the money made from users. 

This retreat should have a good financial balance so that it can run smoothly and efficiently instead of scraping by. 

This will be discussed in cost. The function of the building is directly related to efficiency and cost. The activities and 

spaces in the building must not waste space and be intentional in the goals of each individual space. This will be 

affected by the behavioural performance of the site users and will be discussed further below. 

The cost of this project will be measured by how much it costs to build the project, how much it costs to take extra 

environmental protection steps, the costs saved by utilizing renewable energy, the costs to run the facility, and 

income made from guests. The project cost/finances will be determined by case studies of projects with similar 

typologies. Company websites and articles can further my research about the current cost for technology, materials, 

and passive design. Cost analysis tables will be used to compare and analyze my project to a baseline of projects. The 

average cost is $325-$450 per sq ft, so comparison will come from that range. The cost analysis is important in 

determining the value of the project and whether or not it needs to be taken further. The project will be of high value 

if there is a clear divide between costs and profits. If the retreat is breaking even every month, there is no feasability 

in building the proejct without reconsidering every aspect of the design.  

Behavioral performance is determined by usage patterns which are affected by predicted activities and space 

allocations. Analysis will be done of user circulation including vehicular and pedestrian. Vehicles within the site will be 

restricted, so the main focus will be pedestrians and their activities. I will find information to base my design off of 

from case studies. Diagrams and plans can determine feasibility and space allegations for usage and movement. The 

spaces chosen must be efficient so that layout flows well and their is no unusable/wasted space. This will give opti-

mum efficiency while also cutting costs for a better financial standing. The intentionality behind spaces chosen will 

also provide a positive psychological impact which will in turn make behavioral performance positive. 

3. FUNCTIONALITY & EFFICIENCY
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The primary performance criteria will focus on three element sections so that the project may maintain a high-per-

formance, productive, and cost-effective design: 

 1. Environmental Performance

 2. Aesthetics

 3. Functionality & Efficiency

The main performance criteria of this site is environmental performance which includes energy use and environmen-

tal impact. This is of utmost importance because it accounts for the goals of the project which are carbon neutrality 

and environmental homeostasis. This criteria will be judged by the Energy Design Modeling Guide from the AIA and 

the checklist for carbon-neutrality certification. While becoming 100% carbon neutral is the goal, I will consider this 

project successful if it reaches 90%. By using modeling and research I can set criteria for my design to have the 

lowest possible environmental impact, positive environmental performance, and the best passive energy use. This 

allows for reduced costs and environmental protection in terms of energy, and it will benefit both the user and owner. 

The psychological impact and aesthetics will be judged by how well they meet the WELL Building Standards. The list 

of criteria that must be implemented include air, water, light, nourishment, movement, thermal comfort, sound, 

materials, community, and mind. This approach addresses behavior, operations, and design. Paired along with WELL, 

I will be using literature reviews to determine the psychological impacts of design regarding colors, materials, and 

textures. This is an important element section because one of the main goals of this project is human comfort and 

homeostasis. 

The final performance criteria that will be of focus is the functionality and efficiency of the project. This includes the 

space allocation, behavior usage, and cost. These will all be judged based on case studies of spatial layouts, a base cost 

analysis table/diagram, and the research of activities and their impact on behavior. The functionality of the design is 

determined by how well the program accomplishes the goal of creating human homeostasis. This will be done by the 

use of different spaces and the predicted activities. Activities will be chosen from research on how they make people 

feel and their behaviors after doing them. Lastly, the cost is very telling of how efficient the building is. This will 

incorporate previous research of energy consumption and production as well as how much money is being made to 

keep the project running. 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA SUMMARY
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

The spaces in my design will be chosen based off of how much space is needed for each of the activities being 

performed. I will be using my project elements to create a more in depth list of spaces I need. These spaces will be 

measured in sq ft to determine a rough percentage of size. The layout of these spaces will be determined by a space 

interaction net. The performance of my spaces will be measured from case studies of similar buildings. The research 

done will allow me to establish a list of ideal design elements and the average amount of space needed for those. The 

analysis of space allocation will come from a space allocation table, a space interaction matrix, a space interaction 

net, and drawings of floor plans/sections. The floor plans are scale drawings that will allow for a realistic determination 

of adequate space once elements and people are placed within.  The judgement of this performance will be done by 

looking at the floor plans and sections of the building. They will be telling of if/how the activities occur in the spaces 

of the final design. The goals of this project are to create a homeostasis or balance within the environment and 

individuals, so the spaces chosen will be positive if they pursue and support these goals. Retreats range from 

100-3,000 acres and is dependent on the spaces needed. 

SPATIAL ALLOCATION
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SPACE INTERACTION MATRIX
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Figure 48 | Space Interaction Matrix



ENTRANCE

STAFF 
ACCOMMODATIONS

GUEST
ACCOMMODATIONS

PARKING

LOUNGE

SPA

SUSTAINABILITY

GREENHOUSE

KITCHEN

STUDIOS

WELLNESS

EXTERIOR LIVING
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OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
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MAIN SPACE

Entrance:

Parking:

Support Spaces:

Lounge:

Guest Accommodations:

Staff Accommodations:

Spa:

Sustainability:

Greenhouse:

Outdoor Activities:

Kitchen:

Studios:

Wellness:

Exterior Living:

Restrooms:

Restaurant

SUB SPACES

Lobby, Offices, Reception

Parking Lot, Garage

Storage, Mechanical, Laundry/Housekeeping

Lounge/Community Room, Restrooms

Guest Rooms, Guest Villas

Staff Rooms, Staff Kitchen, Staff Lounge

Hot Tubs, Saunas, Pools, Massage & Facial Rooms

Solar Energy/Grey Water/etc.

Main Growing Space, Storage, Mechanical

Trails, Boat & Water Activity Storage

Kitchen, Dining Area, Pantry, Dishwashing Station

Learning Labs, Pottery/Art, Therapy, Self-Reflection

Yoga Studio, Gym, Group Fitness

Terrace, Firepits/Yard Space

Communal Restrooms

Restaurant w/bar, Cafe

PERCENTAGE

1%

6%

2%

5%

9%

9%

9%

unavailable

12%

3%

2%

7%

3%

23%

2%

7%

SPACE ALLOCATION TABLE

Figure 50 | Space Allocation Table
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Figure 51 | Lake Tahoe



“We shape our buildings, 
and afterwards our 
buildings shape us.” 

- Winston Churchhill
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My mid term building style 
was all over the place. The 

A-frame flexible cabins 
were the strongest design 
that I had. They were also 
the most environmentally 

aware and blended the best 
with the surrounding 

nature. After feedback 
from peers and critiquers, I 

re-designed the three other 
building structures to 

match the A-frame. Each 
of them uses some form of 
the flexible footing that is 
used to anchor the beams. 

MID TERM DESIGN SOLUTION
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CABINS UNITS HEALTH CLUB

RESTAURANTMAIN LODGE



CABINS UNITS

HEALTH CLUB

RESTAURANT



FINAL DESIGN SOLUTION
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STRUCTURE & CABIN FLOOR PL AN
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SAMPLE RETREAT PROGRAM
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Day 1:

Afternoon arrival to Lake Tahoe Wellness Retreat
Take this time to check in to your accommodations, relax, and unwind. This is the perfect moment to create and 
reflect on your goals for the retreat. A good night of sleep will be the first step in starting your journey here.

Accommodations include the Main Lodge which provides hotel style rooms with a strong connection to nature and a strong 

emphasis on well-being. The other accommodation option would be the cabin units which are placed throughout the moun-

tain. These are accessible only by hiking/biking. They are considered the “rustic” style accommodations are there is no running 

water, and it is “pack-in, pack-out.” These cabins are a form of wilderness therapy which focuses on a lack of exposure to 

technology in order to give your brain a factory reboot. Exposure to nature, natural light patterns, and socialization can 

drastically alter your mindset. 

Day 2:

Sunrise Yoga at the Spa
This morning meditation will create a good foundation for you for the day. You will be guided by a professional who will 
work with each individual on breathing techniques and to create a calming plan for situations such as increased anxiety.

Mid-Morning Individual Sessions
Plan your own course for our mid-morning sessions. These include the use of spa facilities such as the pool, jacuzzi, 
and sauna. Sessions also include personal learning sessions with therapists, nutritionists, and trainers. This is the time 
where you can focus on how to increase your day to day overall well-being in realistic ways that you can do when at 
home. 

Lunch at the Spa Café
Grab a healthy snack or lunch from the Spa Café after your individual sessions.



Afternoon Ecotherapy
Afternoon ecotherapy is a session that consists of mental and physical exercises that will incorporate nature. The 
goal is to improve your mental health. This will be achieved through wilderness therapy which will be a hike through 
the mountains with a mindfulness session at the peak. Mindfulness is a form of a meditation which can reduce stress, 
improve mental cognition and flexibility, and improve sleep. This can sometimes be as effective as medication for 
depression and anxiety. Connection to nature is correlated with people feeling happier and more content. So, the 
more nature you have access to, the better you will feel.

Communal Dinner
Dinner will take place at Agua, the restaurant. Here you will be able to participate and see the chef’s make organic, 
healthy meals for you to enjoy. Working with them as they cook is beneficial in teaching you how easy it can be to 
cook for well being when at home. You will be seated at communal tables to create connections with strangers which 
will allow for confidence and social growth. 

Day 3: 

Sunrise Ecotherapy
This morning will feature an early hike to catch the sunrise once you reach the peak. This session will focus on 
breathing, mindfulness, and connection to nature. It is intended to show you how beneficial exercise and being in 
nature can be for you.

Mid-Morning Sessions
Mid-Morning Sessions today will include both community trust building, group exercise class, and a few individual 
sessions. The individual sessions include the use of spa facilities such as the pool, jacuzzi, and sauna. They will also 
include personal learning sessions with therapists, nutritionists, and trainers. This is the time where you can focus on 
how to increase your day to day overall well-being in realistic ways that you can do when at home. 

Lunch at the Spa Café
Grab a healthy snack or lunch from the Spa Café after your individual sessions.



Afternoon Sessions and Goal Setting
The afternoon session today will be a group session to determine what you what to gain from this retreat and how you 
want your lifestyle to change. This includes guidance from a professional on how to realistically incorporate tactics and 
how to change your mindset to stay on track. Later you will attend individual goal setting sessions to dive deeper into 
your thoughts and ideas. This will be a time where you really hone in on determining how you want your health and well-
ness to change.  

Communal Cook Your Own Dinner
Dinner will take place at Agua, the restaurant. You will be grouped into teams to create dishes as if you were at home. 
You will have access to all organic and natural ingredients, but ones that you can get at any grocery store. The nutrition-
ists and chefs will be there to assist you with learning how to prep, cook, and understand the benefits of each food. You 
will also be eating communal style again.

Day 4: 

Sunrise Yoga at the Spa
This morning meditation will create a good foundation for you for the day. You will be guided by a professional who will 
work with each individual on breathing techniques and to create a calming plan for situations such as increased anxiety.

Mid-Morning Departure
Thank you for joining us for a lifestyle adjustment at Lake Tahoe Wellness Retreat. 
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2nd Year | 2017 - 2018

 Fall: Darryl Booker

  Tea House | Moorhead, MN

  Minneapolis Rowing Clubhouse | BoatHouse | Minneapolis, MN

 Spring: Milt Yergens

  Casa Verde | Dwelling | Cripple Creek, CO

  Northern Pacific 4 | Mixed Use Apartments | Fargo, ND 

3rd Year | 2018 - 2019

 Fall: Paul Gleye

  F^rgo Visitor Center | Visitor Center | Fargo, ND

  Student Mixed Use | Fargo, ND

 Spring: Regin Schwaen

  Krone Hall | Flexible/Moveable Building | Fargo, ND

  Diamond Shore | Native American Museum | Fargo, ND

4th Year | 2019 - 2020

 Fall: Amar Hussein

  CO2 | Highrise Capstone Project | Miami, FL

 Spring: Paul Gleye

  Brux | Urban Design Complex | Brussels, Belgium

5th Year | 2020 - 2021

 Fall: Lance Josal

  Fenway Underground | A Redesign of Fenway Park | Boston, MA

 Spring: Bakr M. Aly Ahmed

  Homeostasis | Master’s Thesis - A Wellness Retreat | Lake Tahoe, Nevada
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